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1. INTRODUCTION

Squeeze-film dampers are used in the construction of modern aircraft turbo-

engines to allow its rotor to pass through one or more critical speeds to

reach its operating condition [1]. Typically, the damper is formed by an

oil film which separates the outer race of a roller element bearing from the

bearing housing. Due to space limitation, the axial length of the 'squeeze-

film is in the order of the width of the bearing and is effectively quite short

in comparison with its diameter. Usually, the damper is centered by a spring

structure which represents a parallel connection between the bearing outer-

race and the housing. The lubricating oil is typically fed to either or both

ends of the squeeze-film through a circumferential distribution manifold.

Effective use of the damper for vibration control requires proper sizing cf

the damper to fit the flexibility characteristics of the rotor [2). Obvicusly,

a minimal damping capacity is needed if the kinetic energy of the flexiblE

rotor as excited by a mass imbalance may be absorbed to avoid a cumulatively

increasing amplitude of vibration as the critical speed is approached. At

the same time, if the damping capacity is excessive, for a flexible rotor,

the support bearing in effect becomes rigidly attached to the frame. The

critical condition would be shifted to a higher speed. The inherent damping

capicity is inoperative because of lack of motion of the support point. The

vibrational response to rotor imbalance would increase unchecked as the higher

critical speed is approached. Thus, use of damp-mounting to control imbalance

response of a flexible rotor through critical speeds requires an optimum

damping capacity. If the rotor ib required to pass through several critical

speeds, the optimum damping capacity is a compromise among all the modes cf

interest. To design such a damper system properly, it is necessary to carry

out a thorough rotor dynamic analysis [3].

Due to inherent symmetry, the response of a centered damper to rotor imbalance

is a circular orbit. According to the lubrication theory, there is a kine-

matic equivalance between a statically loaded journal bearing and a damper

in circular orbit. Accordingly, the theory of plain journal bearings can

be applied to dampers provided the following rules are observed:

-I
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* The static eccentricity of the Journal bearing is equivalent

to the orbit amplitude of the damper.

e The journal rotational speed w of the journal bearing is to be

replaced by twice the vibrational rate 2v. Since the vibration-

al rate is also the rotational speed of the shaft for imbalance

response, one in effect doubles the rotational speed when

journal bearing data is used to obtain damper characteristics.

9 The tangential force per unit static eccentricity of the

journal bearing, upon resealed for twice the rotational speed,

is equivalent to the damping force per unit orbit amplitude

of the damper.

• The radial force per unit eccentricity of the journal bearing,

again upon resealed for twice the rotational speed, is equiv-

alent to the stiffness force per unit orbit amplitude of the

damper, which is additive to the stiffness of the centering

spring.

While the above-stated scaling law between a journal bearing and a squeeze-

film damper is basically sound, it is ironical that commonly accepted journal

bearing data and analysis are not suitable for use to describe damper charac-

teristics. The commonly used Ocvirk-GUmbel analysis for short journal bearings

[4,51 is not a suitable model for the squeeze-film damper. This is because

a journal bearing usually receives, its make-up lubricant supply through a

feed-hole, which is within the bearing surface; whereas the lubricant flow

in a damper must come in from either end. In order to remedy the situation,

Shaker Research Corporation proposed to undertake a study to advance the

technology of squeeze-film dampers by establishing the appropriate analysis

for its characteristics in a manner consistent with the typical configurations

and lubricant supply method. The work was sponsored by U.S. Army Research

Office under Contract Number DAAG29-78-C-0027 for the period from July 15,

1978 to July 15, 1981, and was performed under the guidance of the Technical

Representative, Dr. Edward A. Saibel of the Engineering Sciences Division,

U.S. Army Research Office.
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II. SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

The theoretical study of a squeeze-film damper undergoing a circular orbital

motion was performed in a manner which is also applicable to a statically

loaded journal bearing, so long as the lubricant supply is fed through either

end. It was established that the film rupture process must satisfy the flcw

continuity condition throughout the "cavitation domain". The Swift-Stieber

condition [6,7] would govern the breakup boundary, whereas the fiil-back

boundary is established according to the flow balance between surface trans-

port (through the cavitated domain) and the re-established film. It was

further concluded that the short-bearing approximation originally advanced

by Ocvirk and Dubois [41 can be adapted to satisfy the above-stated con-

ditions around the film rupture boundary. Closed form solutions were found,

from which a full set of numerical results was compiled and presented in

the dimensionless form. The following general conclusions can be surmised.

" The state of a ruptured film is defined by three parameters;

namely, the pressure in the ruptured domain (or the largest

orbit size without rupture), the operating orbit size, and

the axial location of the rupture axis.

" The pressure in the ruptured domain is an unknown parameter

of the system. It can be fixed at the ambient level only if

a "drain away condition" is maintained at the discharge side.

" If lubricant is allowed to drain away at both ends of the

damper, the lubricant depletion process occurs with the evo-

lution of a succession of "necking down" patterns.

" If the damper is driven into an orbit of an ever increasing

orbit amplitude after film rupture has commenced, the overall

extent of rupture would increase accordingly and can reach into

the convergent portion of the gap. As a consequence of the

enlarged rupture domain, the damper would be more "spring-like".

e With a free draining discharge at one end, an appropriate

supply pressure fed to the other end would effectively fix

the operating characteristics of the damper.
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Experimental observations were made by direct viewing of the rupture pattern

through a transparent damper bushing. It was found that minor details in

the outboard flow passageways can prevent free draining of lubricant dis-

charge. When this happens, the rupture process appeared to be associated

with local nucleation sites and developed slowly with the aggregation of

void pockets which fluctuate as the dynamic load passes by.

The unsteady motion of a rupture boundary was also treated theoretically.

rhLs was done in a manner consistent with the lubrication theory. Flow in

the ruptured domain was modeled as an adhered film. Inertia and body forces

were neglected as well as meniscus surface tension and interfacial phase

transfer. A constant "cavity pressure" was assumed but was allowed to be

either higher or lower than the film pressure bordering the rupture boundary.

A "law of independent action" was proposed so that the thickness of the

adhered film and the sweeping rate of the rupture boundary may be separate

interfacial parameters. The commonly used Swift-Stieber condition was

shown to be a special case of the "law of independent" action for the qui-

escent time-independent state. Computation of the adhered film field in

the ruptured domain would have to proceed simultaneously with the computation

of the film pressure. The former was governed by a real characteristic in

the world diagram of the sliding motion and would have to be reconciled in

the determination of the sweeping rate of the rupture boundary. The new

theory can be used conjunctively with any combination of the surface slidirg

velo:tities and with the presence of the squeeze-film action. It can be used

is the basis for the numerical simhlation of large amplitude, motion of a

ruptired film, with or without sliding, including the non-circular orbit of

the 3queeze film.

-
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Charlottesville, VA
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I Introduction
Th'le short lwsirig apprfximatiza is a powerfuol analytical deajie a ver since the firnsulationo si the lhrication theuirv byv Ostskroe

fccrtheestainazin of jornal bearing forces. Recent interest in the u.se Revniols 111, the qiestiisn of sithambient film pressure has been a
o)f squeze-tilin dlamper for vibratioin cointroil has drawn oisicrable mnattvr (if much coinroversy. ;uitmhel 121 pioneered the poj'ular rotliom
attention t4) its usie. The gi-ometrical constraint ofa snmall (dlI ratio) that an adequnate approxiniation is attained by discarding that pi-rti'm
turns nut to e c'nrmoaO quite acceptable. Thecioment ionssl ,.horr - tit the tfull so)ltion of the filmn pressure, whi ch is subamnhient. At'(s
bearing fccrniaie l'irr t he bearing forces, however, are also based ol the short bearing appiroximation wait introduced 131. it became im-
an additional ht urist c hvthtt liesir that the 4uhambient porti i ft he naediatelv lintked to, (GkantwI's idea, the shotrt bearing filti is ui'iiallv
film pressure a'isuld nut be realized. Under the disguise of this "rea- taken lt be the onsriergint pirtion onlv. Meanwhile, moire porecise
sicnable" miwiel concerning film pressure, a groiss incinisisti' v cim treatment qof tlte film cimvitatimi p~rioress. %hich is presitmal. tile
cerning the lubricant circuilation pattern is often nverliked. Ilvne- mtechanism 1,,r preventing the film p~ressure' to? fall much ls'lsiw the
gles-ting the s'iliamlbient film pressure, axial flow at the bearit endls ambient level. had bee'n attemnpted in varitis wavs. Swift 141 andl
canconly be uc't oird. In actual practice, the flow leakages throuigh the Stieber 151 independently revived Reynoilds' idea that at a film rupture
bearing ends ire- usually ntad,' up by the supply of lubricant throuigh bondary, the gradient ccf the film pressure must vanish. .lakcs is.-on
a teed hotle in l'.e uniloaded p'irtifon of the bearing gill. Howevur. the aiid lPlcberg Ifidetrtil the prixedtire it treat the rupture
journal bearingK may alsop he used insa submerged arrangement. Th'e bouindary in a twii diiensitinal field. Etsivin and Pinkus 171 gllse
squeeze film idamper csftes i perates in this manner. In a suibmerged compuited results including a detailed ac-nmnt for the lc'eding slot -r
arrangement. lubricant end leakage froim the loaded ptirtiiin af thle hcie. Wstkuirai et al. 181 conrsidered a journal bearing with a circunn-

& h earing film ntust be mad- tip by the re-entry of the lubricant intoi t he berent ial feeding slut; thiey mnt nauced the idea that a short be-aring
bearing gal) in the unloasded side. Thus, the presence of scome sii- ty'pewanalysiscanbhe")mbined with the treatment uftherilm ruptusre
hambient pressurc in the bearing film cannot be avorided. icnditiccn flSwift and Stieher. Whilie 'akohasitin and Flobrg he sight

tint the significance (of a .uhambient conditinn through an assumed
vapor piressure, the recent etfforts 1' .81 still dealt with sithiatiints where
the film pressure could nutf he suhoambient. Tlhe cavitation bo0.1ia~ri'

ISu~ppocrted -a the it. S. Armor lesopinrh Ohtice cinder ('ucntrast Niiccatsr tinditicis were alsow re-exanmined with resptect tot local (ItmI its.
hAGt29.79-C (27, Pte'tt Nucntoor P.r15657 K incluadinag the rtoles; (if the separation streamline 191 and the scirface

'Ccnrtritbutd hv the Lubri-aiic Jivinitm of''F A~tJ~ttAN Sw ts'v(F tensicin in the menists 11(11. Fliierr returned to the quesimn orf
MRitHANICAI, VN(t;iF.Hs and pre'iented at the ASNMK.ASI.. tiicti~n
C'nforores Nootii, O~hio,. Os'tct~er t1c 19, t1979 Marnuscript received )cy the minimum film pressure, this time via the ctmncept oif liquid 1,-nsile
Luirtitii ne)I6lcc. ltuls In. t9,119 Patter No. 79'l-Im-t3. strength Jill, he %ought tic determine the pattern itf straicn
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streamers. wht orIt have Iteen %t en froim photographs of the caviI at ian The respective dtescriptitani of Itle riI thickntess is. f-I ite-, aII
doimain. In ct ni rast to the ruptuore condition. Flohberg's st riation dispalacemeiant aafa ro t at ing jo tarnal

streamer anal,.sis dependis onl the assumption aafzero net flow across= - Dqta
the boundary. Nall examined a-xperianentul evidence oaf cavitation onlh=C cr

lace seals 1121 He concluded that there in a distinction between tlle and faar the circul~ar oarbit moation tat a squeeze-film damper
~separation c. vitatitan" which is aslociated with a direct cainitini-
catioan between the cavitaitioan domain and the ambient. and the' It = C' - I.c (0 -I l I t

"ligament cavi tat itn" whit ht features an enclosed cavitait iaa domiain. I )einitijans aat he djmenisianless viariabales for the twa' tin" liat anal-a-

Interest in vibration control lby means of squeeze-rulm damper, led are indicated below:

ito experiment il infaarmatioan pertaining tia the submerged aaperatiaal Nti.i w~*aarrianl Circ-ular Orhil aaf ltanip -
afshaart squee::e joaurnal bearisags; 11:1. 141. Bolath White andTaaniacsen A 1 'll)
found abrupt -haunges ain thle bearing characteristics. Marsh 1151 re- Il /tItC = 1 - cas, h/t I - a vat'
ferring to White's data. sugge~ted that subdivision of the fluid tuln 1a pC-ti~~i/t 12pvR-'
can take place ta, cause reductioan aafthe dynamic laoad caiaacitv aof thea 1 -to - sit
dtamper. f 2 L2 1

It is clear ti Gumbel's simple model is not always adequaate toa
ciape with cavitation phenomena in industrial machine elements. It The film pressure is measured above the ambient reference Ial tht
ailsa becamees id.-.nt thaton mai ay not be able twdesciae all c-avitationai case aaf the damper in it circular oarbit, the equivalent sliding~ %i (-

phenomena in fluaid films. wath a single model such as the Swift -Stiwene is in the aappaasite direction with the amplitude 2aft. thus rasaalti,,
Ioar Reynoalds) Is aundarv co nd itioan. even if oane is, willing ta reana the ciarresianding alfinit is n, a. aP and 11.
ignoarant als-tt tlrasesses which pertain tAa local flaow fieldls. At the ,aniav Tlhe shaort bearing appraxratuan presuame, O/a oil la)/' Oa il
time. altbaaul tae shaart bkaraing foarmulae siderived with Gumbel's O 411: iloloqt taa be tafa similar magnitude sa that in till liatit X
h ,vpatbeqis ara nlat suitale faar a submerged journal bearing. tb,-re i., 0. equatiaan (21 is reduced taa
alfundamenil al reasont tat preclude the use af the shoart bearing all- "l(I~ "
paroximatioan lit h aa mare approiprisate treattment (af the cavitatioan -- =0,f=\-fa

proces The wo-ark aafWakuraa, et al alreaidy demnanstrated tha- feai- 6 o

sibility aaf treat in,, an am ait nt a avatat aaal with the RevoIaads coandiatiaaa. Faar t ht axially tan t. rm taltia oi 0/ aC =it. eataat ian aa I-f I ha, I th

,rhe present iaark rerpreseaatsanzother step in this directioan. Ittal

IJ Review of Background I 14 'lL~i
Conventiottal Short llearing Analysis. With the alapraaximttiaa w here

aof a coinstant viscosity. thle flia rnt incoampressible lubricat ioan t laaarv
applicable ti t t hian fluid tilma an a cylindrical annular gala a. ra'Iara 'd i ll aill Qt

sented by d q ( #i ,coas It

I h' (I a, +-.± )+ '!=ta ~ tla.I 1t are invariaat wit h respectot taao, and are detertaiined Crail
1A-z 01 R# 2 12pR 0) O suitabale baaundanv ta ndit itail. The most ctatnitlv ltedai

Faa twa cra- ns~lnaa. t) te sati diplcemnt if rititn~ boaundary coanditimons are i~ssaaciatted with the impoasitioan of the aaalaieal
For wo cn uristnce. (a th staic isplcemnt o a otatng aressure .aaf t he ends: i.

joaurnal, aind t aa the steadv circular arbit moatioan oaf a sq~ueeze-filma
damper. Flauat a n (1) a-an Ile reduced ita a single alimetasia ailes IIIa%'= 1 It t0

s"arm:

a~is than( nt

.. Nomencatur-
A,= coanstat w integratioan ill the necktdaasn aa5 - fract iaanal taauette tratnspoart at-na,, Subscripts for q~

regioan faar - I " cavitatiian neck -do%% it laaun-lary iti = towidest point aI t* cavitat it
C radial citarance i= aaperattintg eccenltricity natioa. al/ h -break-up boaundary in -41-c*aailattwaa
1) - diametei aatjaitrnal it = ea-centricatv ratiaa fair cavitation inti- aa =braeak-utp initiatioan in i1" caavitataian
ad, eccentric-ta taf jurtlal pietace a = avitat ioat ilatipielace poaint

F =fainctitano aallj given lyaye Utioal 127) - dimnensiaaala',saxial Caoaardinate. 2. /1. f ill back Is unduarv in -0-* caittia el

PHs. FT dam.'niaanlea'. radial atnd tangential j'.. = alimentaiaaae.. axiual distatote froam filmt X = h inirtun piressuare poaint iiin -a
faorce comllp at tat 5. eqationa (-17) t-pil r faatai vat ait aa an Isilaryt ita

/I - limensu~ailt's, britasil film thbicknaess q - ga'iatralizel ircnaunmferent ial caitrdinuale a t neck -duiw-t lsutndary in ''I" aaviaat iaan

aor haearin~g map. i/C ft - tirtcumferent ial angular casardinate ti neak-dlown initiatioan in "I" cavitationt
h -lubricant film thit kness aor bearing gaip X - tilenrdeness parameter, IL/D aa widening baoundary in "I" cavitatiaon
1L - bearing a xial Iaangth' At viscasity ciefficient oaf fluid
11I - dimrrn-.i nless film lareaure; p( 11 s, - frt'quencv af iascillatiaan if damper

(6Auw~R2l fa r tatic teaurnal hearing, p('2/ 11 - shoart bearing dimensiomnlesst pressulre. Subscripts for H and Q
i 12p Vft

2t fair squiieeve-film damper p1)/J)2
p - film pnetiire ,aboave imlint 11a, I I a - itetgatiaan constanits iii generailized'a lif. 

t
a
t

I dil shoart haearingt,ialutian rtib U~). Q111b 1 v14%

H=- d- Ill- valuie qaf II in cavity
H~ d ~ llmn loawer houtndl of 11 fairnfuid film

R joaurnal a adios, 1)/,- - iramna'fald angle. Subscripts for Fir and Pr

t time 1an L+- f/ t.! il(II FF - full film
z - axial caaol-dnate Ia 121) (1 - cavitatioan doamain
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and thus, the so-callod *shurt bearing solution" is given by o~*<f~ ti

!I--(I - Implied along with the second condition, inertia and capillary ef-
2 ~fects would hie neglected. The general short hearing solution. fie

This equation shows that the lubricant film pressure would hie so glecting misalinment, as given by equation 151, will bie retained
bambient in the interval 0 < ,9 < r. Since the latter condif ion isgn One must also give some attention to the condit ions at the -ast it a-
erally believod tit he unljkelh in an industrial environment, thht "sh irt tion boundary. The commonly* accepted Heynolds' conditiion for the
bearing solution" is often accompanied by the "half-filmn approxi- Ilbricant to enter the cav itation boundary is (grad 1i - (tat I I =11, 1.
mation" by et tigWhile no explicit description regarding the flow field inside the iav-

by wag ilatiiin region is associated with the Reynolds condition, it is iisuaill
l1t0 < I?< W) = 0 (91 presuimed that the velocity profile is a straight line in approiclong

The "half fi~m approximation- removes the perfect antisvimatry tire boundary. but. upoon crossing over, lubricant is trans~torted
with respect to I of II. Accordingly, the global characteristilc- utthe through the cavitation region in a thin layer whic-h adheres to the
lubricant as defined bv moving surface. Since pressure gradient is negligible within the cay-

it ation region, the lubricant cannot be redist ribtited in the dire( tion
=, f d f' 11 cos a, thI a) transverse tot the stirface moption. To satisfy continuity, the film

J-t~ Jthickness at the re-establishment boundary (relative to that at the
break-uip boundary I must be consistent with the pressure gradient

-* c J- d FJ 11 sin qdq da I 'if which wotild require a concavity in the velowity profile. This de.-
script ion is illustrated in Fig. 1.

are drastically altered. lii the case of the "half-film approinviit ion," Strictly speaking. according to such reasoning, the cavitited1 donain
the above integrals are calculated only in the interval -it S P7:5O. The is not capable ito transfer shear stress from one surface ltthe oher.
integrated ri-sults are well known: Hiowever. it is a c-oimmon p~ractice to invoke an alternate muolel. in

FRFT which fluid trainsport through thle cavitated region is contained in a
nieltiteide'of striation streamers. Thus the cavitation boundary ac-

Full Film 0. 2w tilt1 tually is not( smooth. but displays a fluctuating pattern correspiinding
: 1 (- 2):112 to the spacing of the striation streamers. The fluid contained in the

Half Film striationi streamers; develiops little pressure gradient. btit contributes
:1 ( 1 '12 3: ( 2)" toa transfer of shear between the hearing surfaces. Figure 2 shows. ant

Rationale for the Half Film Approximation. Fixation oflhe film illustration of cavitation streamners.
inlet at if - --ar and the exit it r? - 0 isa fair approximation for most One may further indulge in the dichotomous description of the fluid
industrial sitm-tioas. The ex:t location is justified on the assutoption strticture (in the event of cavitationt in the gliobal scale. lit the cam.
that the lub-ikant film cannot sustain any' significant subaibient of a submerged p~lain journal under load, the condition of equiation
condition. With the lubricant feedhole placed in the tunloaded ponrtion t 1l1 can he satisfied in twot distinct configurations. The central region
ofthe bearin,,gap. the inlet film would be formed not tisif"arfromn the mWrayir.k up and give %aY titan isobaric region at lit - lI,,,n < (.

maximum gibp. While it is realized that the inlet location would vary The central cavitation region, however, is separated from the arihient
somewhat deps nding on the specific feedinig arrangement. the overall ends by "side band%." through which transverse pressure drop from
film force does not depend i n the precise- inlet location. the ambient cuntintiallY feeds the lubricant with make-up flow Soch

Sumn of end leakages and the exit flow are made uip by' the flow a configuration for cavitation will he referred to as the' 0 peturn.
through th. inlet film. Any excess in the flow supply thrugh the
feedhole would be discharged to the ambient in the unloaded gal). SAINN
Thus the toil flow. through the feedhole ultimately reaches th lam- swract
bient in the lorm of axial flow at the bearing enda.

Pecullarli y of the Submeirged Rearingl. In a submerged bearing.

ends has to Ie /sero. The end flow in the loaded region is nece-,sarily usgn

outward, which must he balanced byv inward end flow in the unloaded FiLM ssTSaa

region. The 1 recise flow balance of( flow determines the extent of( the Noat
load carryin,, 'ilni. Some degree oif subamrbient condition is on- $L* oeIvs susesc
avoidable. 1Ihi desired operating characteristics of a stibnerge'd Itg. n r- aupesI Veiro a cavaie domaln via a gutface-Im
bearing may very well require the lubricant film to develops a ignifi-
cant subambient level. Regardless of the magnitude of the subamnbient
condition, thi. structture of the fluid film oin the unloaded side will have
a strung influence on the overall film force. If some form of cavitat ion
should doehk p. the fluid fim in the unloaded gap should he narrower
than the beariing width. Thus one should expect the short bearing TOP VisaW or
approximation to he at least equally applicable in the unloaded gap STRIATION SYPISEISI101

& III A Netv Model of Cavitation for a Submerged STAVIGNAR,Bearing 9WAusar
The conce )tual discrepancies in the conventional short he-aring

solution ("half- film approximmion") (-an hi.overcomeh layte followig ( Y

hypotheses. ,ei~Si s .5
1. The Itibricant film can sustain some suhambient and even POII I20II91

tensile condit ion but is bounded by a lower limit

2. The film pressure i n t lie cavitation regiotn is governed laY the S V1 L04iYY1
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sCal" "Lr, ps worn...

PFg.4 "t cavllalloscodaliuims inlesa mAiplO ati.

ccauten IT I s eATO 00

One ay rtainthe-dicot4 ny- if he fow sructre t t e mi ro

wale. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ That is.- Renls iinfo imbeacpcllb moe

bl-undaries, of tle, initld ll ionj o)l(f the fluid film may reciefrn 10

scae. hean is. Preqolds' c gadios ontiubents upl rial blip hed --( -W - -c -t atail i fi af~

side regions between the hearing ends tind the necked down film. The Pg.S ccatcyat acirtreaWwntpaa
preuntre in the necked down region will be subambient. but the degree
of necking down ensures the .,ondition Il,, _< 11 _<l~ ItI. .The later
form of cavitati-in will be designated "I."The lower hound %-slte (if f fr the -0-" pat tern l. f,tlI). When F, is being exceeded. cavitation
pressure may n quite the film to he subdivided into a mulltiple-. begins as a spot which centers around the location of the mninimomi
pattern consisting of more than one film strip. For the present pur. pressure (if the full filmn solution. The location of the spot from wh ch
pise. symmetry about the mid-plane prevails in either case, therefore cavitation grows can he called the cavitation incipience center. :,i.

it is& sufficient tI limit our attention to one half the axial exteint. i.e. which is the root (of the stationary point (if 11 in the divergen' port fort
0 16 i i. In th.o case oIfa multiple "I pattern, 0 I would he the If the full film s;llut ion. I I, it s functions of Ill are given bty
centerline ofeach film strip. Fige. : and 4 show the film patterns of the (I sil 'Il).(C53 'Fi,-~it
two configurations. the rrspecti~e analyses for the two cavitations will -~c I'M q. %T 7'0 -o III 1154
he dealt with separately in subsequent sections.2(-ecx4

They are shown as graphs in Fig. 5i.
IV Analy.... of the "0" Cavitation Configuration Suppose that e> e, for a given It( . the film break-up locition IN,

Cavitation ca'i commence at the midplane when the lubricant hIm, can he solved from equation (141, then, for qj. > qip,. the b-reak-ulp
enters into the divergent gap a'. that the midplane pressure reaches Isiundary A',Ii070 is t4) he found. T'he short hearing solution, Equlin

the condition t1 is applicable for 1 . The boundary conditions are

117N 0)114 <014
2 pp is the circumferential coordinate of the break-uip boundary.

where, q,, locattes the initiat ion of the "break-up" hitundarY, aOnl Furthermore. Reynlds' cavitat ion condition requires

I sin ip., ~
il- ca pp, ) ~Therefore

Clearly, given fit . thirs condit ion can exist only if # exceeds ia lower II-(.2.~l~+ ! I, 1 1
hi und. which can he called the cavitation incipience eccentricit y rall in lo, 2
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and its ragoire l-s slutl ioni nonly lei -btained nimericall%. ltites .~e a,

2-I . o~btined In repliaing ?Is with at .ittlile, titstailt ils... tool. he
V1 s 4 of quite ,i.tisulttry A ri -tiall choice for thi.- constanlt is givetn IN

Making ube,.i eqhtiati,-i- 14. 
.0- co I .C4

AI. 1h dlefines I he i-trretI lii al " Cotte I ranspoirt acr's he tnt in,
'The 5stt iona r% cil io n of 6, turns out to coincide %% it h I . lire..Li b soinjr% The hi e ri ,.id p.rolem~ hwt a closed for -lus h

tt o f the injiiriurm jiris.,ire ifht till film si.Iutiitm i.e. ti

q,, locer~s the v 0i"t pint 411w its.I" cavity it the ntarro'west pIiTIlt i.1 21 '?I, -F( I2

the -. ide hank:. whithI lermimwses the "break up" lioitdar%.. rtn _N - P01 -Hp,,)27

dering 
Aho

Q.iK m (tep,. lteloinwitaline -tilt tuiott the break upi regiion ofi tho *I,"2

cap ttation afe banw in Fig 6 + t -sl - I
For ,p > eP., ' he *.c land' wideens And efuattitfi 117 i,. liger 4 12

applies binsed the- soi if the transverse pressure nliw ,i the PbI Il = i*' li.

Itransp. ifl I hria gh the " 'i t vil v shouKld heciam t he requ ired Iel III I, I I hil~,,,= - *.~ ~
t'eow. which. in I le Iai. .14 th, abrt hearing Ihesil'y. I, simph~l I he
(oti te flow its olhu-alted in Fig, 7, t he neiressary coneditio~n is. Ieaaee~llslsI rth~ ilIak'dianhtt, eri,

= 41 -. i.2 m,1 - th istie lolti itith Iij ri'atetalish ,.ai
0q,~ 0 CI 17t, - -'IM ",I? 4)j itii fro runt atien 4274 by- -etting (, - 4).

Trhe circrumlerential cooirdiniate is designated If, toiendi-alt the 'This appro)Teiale otititein i-an be called the "mean transport III
"fill-Isick" pri. e,..'TovIther A ith the pressure heesndarv iiiett-is. primalioii."-nw' tull civitaltmi' pattern calculated according ito thi.
equation 4 Ifil. thie short betrit X thtorv no%% reduce% teo approiximation is shown for various coimbinatio~ns of if,, I)in Fig:. t.

f i cls n,~ - cote q, I d , + il . - (1112 V Analysis of the1 "1I Cavitation Configuration
I d q/ The etew model fier cavitatiion proposed in Section III admits

=- - . cis It, 14~ 1, 1 ?4) second cavitation cuonfigurat ion. Sutppotie the fluid film remain, intact

whih dscr be- Ihe eomt r 4 th "fll illV 1INUKLI Th II)IN1 't the midplatie while the film pressure isi maintained aMove the lower
whic decrie., e gteiietr ifttw'til-ha k'bueit~ey. ~n ijil lteend "le,, liy drawing in liquid-gas interfacial meniscusesw from thte

limit of 91 is re iceite when fi, tedioces fit zern amnil. eiis Such a ph coindituion is quite reasonable if gi*.'.iis ubi
Rquat ten 12 to aiif e rdiiar- differential equation meid ecm lI.it

tegrated for off ? 1,, Inom the iinitial co.ndition

i~ii E-E STABLISHED
hi.1= ~ 2~i4FILM

which is given h- eiqual iou (P). 116 is a funct ion it( accoring te

equatioen 4121'. thi'rette., tMe differential eqtuatioin is noinntr, and

10 oi, llqI

at Gs0 l O *1 m~ItIeat -up

F ILL- SACKC
ICAVITATED b SWAN

e~ DOMAIN

8,0 0

* AFreeles 05Fg. -N-ttul some.allU-boack b-uir In a '16" cawl46mm coileval
Fig. 6 Weak-up bwdy Ofm No"11 easvalls .elGewtl. 446.
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*4*of .. OR n i

1170 d

to + 7q, 377.

too

0-45
s.

04 0

t0 to 0.0 4.0

Ftp. 8 Dowidaory Patteors of*'"0" cavttalltoa caigrawtion W Coiathy acos on eksgdw edayb "r, cavitation

stance is allowed t44 cumnulaite near the edges of the bearing film.Tihe
ccrresp(4neirg short bearing solution (neglecting surface tfl.s4()n dn dH,.+0 3

-: G0 2) 1is 5iolut ion is

2 Hn ,d )In) = C44f5n =4. An2

applicable in a yet unsleecified range 0< q < r. roit.. (is the location Substituting into equation (28) and setting 0,=Ct the vetme,--lin.'
of the men 5(us boundary, and Q,. - Q(q~.). of,. being the circumfer-
ential cooni tale of the nocking-down boundary. It is importanit to rsur eoe
recoIgnize I h, t =n' H. /I, Hn = -s,~d~,1

a (9 The right-band side has a mninimal condition given by

varies lineairly with the distance froim the midplane and assumes its 4j 2 coN2 
JIN + (cc. qv - 5, 2 

_ 0 (341
largest amplitude at th.- m,-niscus boundary for any value of q,,.,This
edge film pressure gradietit is responsible for feeding the "niecked- where q~v designates the location 441 the minimum film pre'surt
down" film. w.hic-h centers at the midplane. A crucial question to he Solving for t coo; q'iv one finds
settled at (hi; poin( is the 4egree-of-fluid transport in the side voids f o
once the "recking-down" process has started. This issue does not exist "N -t 8 1% 1~ + ?AV_ _
with the "0" configuration ')ecause the Reynolds' cavitation condition8
was impose d -Ao that Ml I /o4evaniqhes at the break-tip boundary. Since One can then calculate, writing Qv for Qtnv I
axial fluid ransport in the 'tide voids cannot he sustained, the overall I
circumferential fluid transport, including both that throtigh the 1ltt0, .N MV11qV4f
"necked-n" film and that through the side voids. mus-t IW- in-

varanton..- he-nekisig-0ocwn process starts. At a differential scale-
the flow he lance, condit ion across the necking-down houndiryv is de- < or";( < Q I
picted in F g. 9. Accordingl.- the axial ccrdinate of the nec-king-down
houndary inost -atify Consequently, incipience tof necking -down depends on

4n (I, H.T ,

(1, represents "frartional Couette transport" at the necking-down or
bouindary. -ince the side voids represent the interruption of ambient
feeding (if the stebamobien, film, they would be dried up. There-fore C=C
the correc- %shie is- o, - 0. Accordingly, the continuity condition which isessentially thesanieas the incipienceo(f breaking -up in 1
across the necking-d..wn boundary is -0" cavitation process. An important characteristic of the - " ccvi

hill dr..:to)tation is that the extent of necking-down is finite, as sootu, a, t.--
II,. 1i30= coindit ion for its initiation is satisfied. In cont rast, tip.-in mnc ipilic.

loll I t di1,, .f"et" cavitation. the extent of cavitation grouws grndtioull% 1 prinm:
Making use of FAptiin429) and recalling the definitio~n ofQ. (ne with an infinitesimal timoumnt. The neck-down initiation 1 11111 q,

obtains th.- ciifrereotial equation for up.. c-oincides with %i, fcur ir v. The corresponding centerline pres~ur,-
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i. the hewer Itwn I s-elet-. A, e extec-ed. , q,, no', tis rd the mie n Iih trot i tie stan IlUti i .niputlatilat t 'iii livi' t. e ait I ,
nmum gap whi Itie i rrespencting centerlinet pressure' tas ill II,,, the stadpint o f it" phbsical liiterliretat1iislw,. diiterent (flire-' t, r

uetil q1,,, r'ac ,, ' - , q ,7, '. tle'eri iiietl le hw ', , lit tltlec1|ll- vienapiiatill ltu ,1 rc , .iiiv iiifliits Irv ivt' v.
s-Ql q- t : 2,, "0" Configuration. Fr the "'l" caifigurat I, wit. it is usel i t -ilt

I divide the filiti feve' i-einleoiurt itu, thoise i the "hll -fi!ni'n ",mi
( # - ti. r7,, 1 eI"cvered d y ij, -<. q - ij,. and thit', in t he caw, itatted domlain c.-w, -4., I'.

with further in -re-ase-ccli. 1.,, til below q while the miniumn film h. i Y < t7 + 21. 'lhu,
pressuire stavs ii q.%. so I hat t

'.,t . .....- - ~- :4i (" ! ,,sler torin expressmio,,s ar' tound ftr

Together wi h c'qtzat- an 32 . oneci-anv alculalte 4f4 
1

5.

11. ) (it'eelsrit. - des', . it, isfc. . , + cos +' - '2 f ti 1h' , kh,,  ,

Since Hi,, ca lilt iw I .a ler than t he mi il iner gap Ii Il cI = ) I t Hi Sv
- . it followst I hat Ie-,,[ .. n. l

-< C .1 7 4 1

c, here.

Itf the right -I; anti side if equ.,t il s111. larger t hzuc tiit. hew t th ti + I '
c eck-down ii iiia iii p. it r,, > 0 can he lcind as 2 t. i I I tl -

if,,, ic,'<+- t I - H5x g+.i's li/el t .12 Ili the cavit.ied domain. ut,- eiaev el,= ', 1 1, . as the ref','r ii-

tir the solut itn, tfa inl)le "'I'" c( nfig irati,.n. Itt he right hand ide lire ,sur'. Frt'iin equatii I )

wif equation i41 1 .hithle he !ess then unity, then the' niaxinim ssii | r
ef'the film

= tiix,- 11 - II t wo'

.... ly ur friiti ti t .f he- h,,ariii : lenigth. 'lh,. s.epcre l'ngt hi \w,,ll Ih'; l= _it - ,'"I__: ,, l + (l -e '+- .. nil .

lee occupuied b\ -iln ,r icr,' acilit ic al tien strp)t a. illstrait-,d Ii 2 i'
Fig. 4.

'rhe neckii-d ii priocess ternimales at the maxinal niition For the break -tip region. equation 1191 applies. theretire

,fII., w hich e, -irs it q, = r le ding I - 11, w11 C
=

"  
el - hinI == + (- ,.I lo ,, ns) ,l ,'.

I + In the' t 1h- back reg cln. 6t q, I is given Ii- eqtuat 
io n (27 

1
.

T h
i..

Widening cl t lie tliin lie n c.-emnces. i.ecause the side-\ ids are t'
5 

r, ,
dry, a relati,-n s. nilar I,) equa in (321 holds, i.e. "2in it - sin t 1 t cees #, - cs is, tIlli-

ItI , s A, 2 = (cin.t. -.- l,, Ill, llq

i, is the cir,'u e're-ntial c.ar linate oef the widening htund.ery and 3 E ,
I/,, -Hol i. )I I, clear. toi maintain ceintittuit. tu,= Itt =, ol [I (I -,CitQ1
:. v)and It,, ti= ?, I1,A , = r). one must require A., = A,, e -lit et - (bI +

c ause

II,, = PI't21r - it. i 4tx teems ?l-Siti ll i

the ge'enie't rv AI tit I,, is an esac-i m irroer imar tif cIt Is itil lel- which can lie readily cmputet by numerical quadrature with the aid
line if center,. The icina eef the witletng lr-ess is a- 5 it,. _w - iif'eqtal Ins 1l9) and 127).lw I" Configuration. ('iccsieler, first, t he simple "" tonftgi rat i, I.

11
H
.For t he, " 'l ill- I I I r " 

(itomainI. - I,,, i ,,. Fituat ions [4.9 atil ,,'K
An es.n t li l i t ,i i, c -i teat ire which is cimen n 1i' all si nipi-c urd the' ' e c ng I e ta . i , i t q ,. , , hun t cis 4 a t

multiple -'I- -,- ifiguratiens s the precise symmetr> i if Ithe filmt clti. upien replacing 'Ilsl , hv , . - its . respect ieIs. [lit
lIendaries t a ,mnv istmnetr of the' pressure field) with resilt i t- )A. =f.

the linle of ce.t, rs. 'lhis is he we'er in part due ice t ll omission ,i
t ir\-atare ice Ie , -ir, inth-re-nti.al 'elh,-itv prfile ly the .liicrt I '1 .5 + = -h r Il - e ' -. i.;tt

t hers. 3

where.
VI Film Firce CnIaculation

* 4 ''he film f(r,'e i-ac te. alulated in terms, ,f its radial and tll itial 2 ,,2tan-'(\/, tan
cempe, nents re 1.1 . ti I hi ' liae tif enters, In accccrdacee whit II t he 2

taernm n geoeni rae al ,mavention, they can Ie expr-ssed ni ile r the aiee-ked-dewn regiin, i,,, i il,, x a-. frein equalien 1281.

mencionally a:

=ItV1W , W 
j i lld f lid .%

( j p " " -"D 
" - I

2I" - - in id i lld u47 1 fBecaue of the antisym m etrical character f the film press.ie. it

f is hil necessary Ie treat the widening region. a- 4 . %5 2w - q_-,,, .i'p
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arit ely. Mial it g lisp s eq uation 440) 2 - '"*"y~~- _______

WNit -1 = I)

It- of to IH:..,,(n% ' It %in*'q , j C-.5 14

A 'csed fores initegral cal lie written tsr =*-

f ot1.0 mo Ao 4

-3" EX sin 2% A - :-l' in 4X

+ ( + U ine- 'sl' :) 0.5

where,

=2 fail' .- ± 0 005 .0 0.ts 020SA

If a multle "I " 'h 1 .s sigurlit is ' prevails. , . II. 'hen

sill! = + 3flifr

Tihe colrre pisnding film force components art'0

F t I ( ill 2~' ' 005 0'.0 015 020

The sumnrat ion coviers alfirn st rips for the isttilt igs- "I"* it - ECCENTRICITY RATIO FOR CAVITATION INCIPIENCE..
tern. Fig. 10 Goofitrical psi meers of "0" cavttions

'i'e1 ici R eslts' e -~ts sgvrsdb h oetp sr
Tei ci R etlterocvltini oene ytelws nsir

which can lipi -umaied byv the intiricaist film. It is ct-sns-iis-n to Is
translate I hii * hrl',hcii ion. lition into the cavit atlistn inii iweIl Ii'PUL

ce'ntricity. I, ;II given in Fig_. FPILM

WVhen tite opgerating ec-cenitric-ity exceedis the incipietnie cnsitilt.

I> I,, the tilin in t he IIntisadod side' tan break til to srI))o ii atsitn
pattern of lb.' -4t" coniftiguraltion. The elL'14'ti ai getwon t1ricl gntraitrti
of thi% patleel n are' the loot at is sn of the breakup and is'-estaili'hnsnt
pisints and t ht width Ii ract in oif the cav itat ion domtain. 'I'iey aire
(tinctions of I > cias shsswt in Fig. i). The break-up pisini is alwas
located in the 'livergs-nt part Illthe hearing gap. A., > I, increases. I
the break-ta ) ssint It esrdingly shifts tosward the minitnltni gap; SagAs -U-

meanwhile. t-s,- re smt.ii'i-hnent ptsii)I extends ilite largte gap areaI
and the widtihsit the s-useilatiein domain Issaumes a larger iractisin 1sf'

the hearing I *inzth. ihe re-estaliishnent taint utltimately wssuld pass
the mnaximumt gal) ansi woulds he located in the convergent part of the
hearing gati.Thle fr~ exltensiing cas-itltn csionieiit is "c' with the filmi

re-estahlishot d in the coenXer('ent gap, call (w'ctir eyen at at very. incodsst
osperating es(centricit C ii f, is small. fsor instance, at If (t0.. o,

(I.e W5)xiai r--ssllre proil stis felr t he -'t" savitat issn 0s~g rtCisa IL

lie cta.sified lutes I ru min greoup,5 as il ist rated in Fig ut1 I n t he
fu(tli film rt'giiso. if, 1 s~' P,,te aiia ylmtria iris il
iles apply' . The s enter-line pre"ssire is aboeve ambuient in tit' s-sin

verging film anid kn negative in the sdivergent film. Int the ttri'ak-stp
regioin. l7h, A 2 q, I7 thi paraasli- prosfile is split 1sv tt' s)a- ritat in M91vtAG11T GAP CONVIENOCT SAP

S dsomain. and it hiss at mrss sispe at the bri'ak-op 6tiindiar *% at iriing Fl.1 xa rsit mfsfr1"cvtto
lsethe ReynsI si.siliiyc tdtjs In thep fii.h-Ic regi. ii wil il e '*1 AiM ia Pt t SIs'0"av tn
end, sof the lisf--sire psroifile' are' fixedl respectively atI tht'al a5 . anidt
ambient pre siires, it, shijit may lie' concave fir chn 'SIt-i se-o i tg ssll jIee ' iini' and tife''bait tilm"i' result s ir cia'lieeris- 'i israiii
whether it is Iscats'd fi ile e ivergent tor iii the coinvesrge'nt lu tic it fii? tt' 'essitpiete film'' cuirv-a is igutrisn-hed as isesittion is vit her Al is I1

the bearing :uii. I if fac't. foer the ceumbinat ion sif a large Iand I %mial sppres-s'd hir is sit'an insignificant extent. On the oths'r haiid. ts'r
f,. it is psesiide' for the pressure tlas iseambient -Ae that the lain modierate valies sitf. it' Iis less, thanl 0.0r,, the tangential fee iau 'is'

may hep iisirg tliIn) t t-t'he caviov and the tembient. significantiy smaller than the value hafted on the "halfill Iii" 'its
The seven I filmii 'ri's-s I or the "0")' cavitatioin cesifigirawt ialre proixinmation. 'Thtus. degpendinag sin the ValiI te'sf the mi-iitano Ilo

shsown grapt is-ite in IFigse. 12. and 1 :t. In Fig. 12. the lingest iai is es-- lirs'tsinre. wich is ies'nsi.ietsa with fte vale' sit'f, ite'ciri i g ist", is

fsir s-oriou's taile irt's , lire plsotted against ot teget her with the'isi !oi. the ''haltf film"* tangeol't iai Is erci' ma'. tie' in errsr Ii. iat imlr -I -1 %%-
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r1es A a nee ig-thei rie ssfecaean wirth ca the -tle C-0

faitm atin s ime elgle (or the mailc alues ingt .- rae I~. 0 2 0
frupe .A he IaerCol~n e hlfl~eut 1nher .y -x. 10 0 6

solutiten ~ . lar edeiiete'ter miovesetowardg the camisiii gai. OEAI ECNRCT AI
caien g ths ld r it miimumreg dngt-ie p'fresr ex whlich is tit th.e ada ocefr'' ~t

Thwehu I' vaueitAtsc joI maye blake Plawc isgen Irv,. equal io at

tern, with tiC' u he n arc es recethedinimu r nte-li ne pessut-~cre 'still. -

rating e'airi at e hrtx boun t ae)t sFc ta tq ; thip e' cen er aie z

As first % e e ner, di eow ntan poittlnc't old, re ,ac ( rding
to etiecgap It t here rthe c f et esn e pe r ace lew s 'i ilm "'

sconnue 16pneti don as the ainrilastri wit the fimidthi
gal). inintio ee-e s the gp.nt ahe' fied eaf rihe is lete etrs The

maxmum rep ivendh thtai film wtidt it-reiat t'shewe fid g 0- J4 OA

vetr wii tt ieniel lt the i n t etf cntrs whie %th' incr eain C.' OPRTN CCNRCT
the an tseettri main andnse cn ary e i f res peielY tace ea FW 4 Flofreoor io~to
Be icauew Isu i h Y b~' -ece e kal p ce s l l age th p whani the re
qi m oli pat r as t e'd s ieri the filmi feer ng nce inl vcre hes
abthflm. p r te'e me'su ver. t Cien'sao illusward ted ninilFig.enth benfredill). eare teuwrdtedwenaliit rl.

stparr in that the numem c eein pr ess whic hes le r he efut tito oti.hspiiescfni -idfnt'.
bewou cn I valuT e Ail upr,1 es'sbl' which i s prlta gen foryh eution # inceaso oadui.. h u ea ttergtmri eii

faily wit fte Iptns, hew minig.um4 centr-l <I e Iessr esott hel nu br -stito st ep inte fimpat. O er os
imitaimete the rwr eeutndt vale strcey s t rp.a; th d'elder-in thtfragvnotefl :rei la*v mle hntaa

prin e a i, , thihe rl frearpldos crr odtth citio iniaonc dtonI-tinhe s fh Vrnig
abutma te nck-. dfil n ina t t en eint wecld rea- nthe an Ft; ent4"cnfgrto* ncnr~l h im t l

mum, gap q eetr IeeFurtaheeeincrequies the clpperilllis cla ec,1 ierewer eaewt esietegowho'h cvtto omi ~hw
s ecnar ofu hcheat the me film soteTi rn otie truihe doni nFis. 2end :
ga.h nniemc coreitire p cetshe fixubed tattin hethm aproac hes . --

mi nditon orfsr in the o m4ja i lh h film strip stay at the -Ier eInd Vil00: Cstin

vlue whalile teat nhe set-nard atrip isfiger th tirtr as The OPERATN woketneCe appecaity oC h hrlwr
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aepprolximatio~nt, treat .'asitar (in doemains. I rrespecf ice'1 lie, heashrt blopow at Ie lcioitatim e ), h hry, ant I I e pressure profisle ,tegolitate
hearing appitoheat in. hto'wea er. importantI quest i us i re raise. I re the t ranrsit Iion siette-i Iii_' p. in eo Iteri ng t he'i I Ie bak rit gre. '1I.

garding the exit teece cif uhAMI nent fileti pressure anti the appropriate pressure profile at tains a finite , It pe at t he Ilseiindary, stil It he,.. i:
choiice' of caa'ili . n lsiende.mry con idit ionst. take, place num-4 t hIY. Th'lis hal fia 111til unftortunrratel 1. ,i", $

Allowance oi at suhanihient presseire is essential tin the antilvsis tof %ured evaery-wheril. The e-ao, tati..n tleeirdar ' ke'elis the tilm pi4reil'.'
sahimerged j-mma'ral hearing in e rder that the overall comtineiit v 4-flu at the lower Iseund value. Where the re-estahlishntent ho un.iar .- pin

bricant flow cn hie satisfied.. lakonhsson and lIlohe-rg had e".rr.'etl. each other at the center line, the follolwing presserre prof iI? re-slnit

stated the cast, 14;1 anl presentt-.d resualts which are e'eIcivalenit t.. the the tull tiltue characterd 4.ta p.araloola with zero.slope tit the., enter li
-0O" cavitation problenm. Fltoh,'rg further recoiruiaed that the tflk in contrast to the finite slope ait the neighliering re-estalilishrterii
st rujcture in t h.- cavit atieon demr lin is n..t smoot11h. but vwup irtl,'s 41a h. cedary. T'he situeation.t is act eally a little w rse. The cmi't er Iii~
numbher ol siri; aii, 41 tr-emers; he assoi-ated the number 4of 'tri;-ltion't pressure elfthe re-est ablished. tull film is alum, higher t hain dit .w cmr
at reatners wit I the tensile strength of the luabricant JIl 11. .e'riz. Iateln value: in factt it cain Ihe ab ove ambient if t heresta l'fi-tt
ho.weve'r, restrit-: ed the hlter Impint cf view teo a scale which is metch piilt is in the. converg iog pIl ni.w ' ef t he gatp. TIhus, not i .r1l. sin. III
smaller than ti v 'verall I avitwaicitn domain. Nau dist ingeiishls.'pa ness beut atls..44401010itY tot flat pressurne plrofile is %i4 lated it th Ih.
ret ion eavitat i'at from .r iganmete eavitat ion 1121, which ro ughly dear cuntlerent ial direct ii n at this particular location. Suich an 4111-ta I
r'spelnd to. the .... and t)" ca .'itatiela configuratiela treated it ft- is usually, associated with the sotlutioni of a singular pert unbatIiiti

p~resentt work. The plresentt puwnt eof view may be regarded as a e'oti anialysis Ilti ,Ihi-h reducsthe otwtrder e~fthe differenitial fieileqee:- 1
soldaiet o th.r.' dcas.Th p..sibiit ofa uhahirttprssu. it when the asymtttit' limit o f an infinitesimal nutnerical teara4 r

the proper ch. (-4, cl ,-a% itat iooa Ileluneary conditio 14115d.1,41t he' sepa is carried ot. Ihe Ownlr Itearling approlximat ion is art aIIpaiil-.lt oI

rarted. The itot it pir-i earr. consists of (i e cc lelein of thee tolle.'.cioIt the singeular pert urbat ion anllxsis. The so lti it is an oes.% tupt..ti ai :

points5: valid so.lut ion everywhere excepft on the line..f filmn re-estal-lislin l-it

1. The ca iitti.lO launderY can be identified ats at break~ up) In this case, the dettciency is the jcrmp itt the pressure profile. A
he~errdaryoer ai i &,stbli'.Jniertln der aeeerdn c.i. g.letrc? erdanv Inver. t> .e ecrreit ie0ra tethe sh..nt hetring solettion cin
relationship wi 'I the silin t~vCtor. lI e'reo,sing a break u ep Is itnelarY. he f jund bY t the met hood ofitc hed asympltot it' expansion 1I161. lI'F-

the sliding vect .r ietees .i fi id film; while crossing ai re-e'-tahl shinert virceritferert ial extent oft the"' liocndaro. laver'' is tbl./l)[ Wit hir th?

boundary, it erte r, a fluid rin. "lsaerrdar 'v lay' er." a diff erent ial e'qtat ion ili the full -order applie's. I.
2. In apjine-a.-hing I break-upt Ieundarv. it the filtm presserre is "lseourdary la~er" cerrectieor smoosthlly. albeit, rapidly blendIs the iw'.

higher than flht iresseere' itt the cavitationr dolmain then it mtust a' taut pressuire pro.files feicite in il bearirng aepproximatieon on0 either site-
a zeneo gradie'n s.e ro .11 ing the bireaek-eup bolundeary Tl'i i co rr' of the re'-e'stahlishrtcitt plIt. Onie ntaY mtetd t hat beause fthe %oeltIi

spetnds toi the -'w itt Sti-tber or the Reyvnolds* colnditieon. elf the "henirtcarv layer" i.s ttIl.Dl, the deficiertcy in the flmn f-Ire V'

3. If t he Ii en) pre.sire' is suhwavit. ini the nei'ghboIrhoo III1 . the founrde by' the shol rt llevarirtg apptroiximttion is ;alseo limited lo till. I)!
bireak-'up her ar>', a t'ii.,nert presseure gradient murst exist it flat- The two cavit ationr cofitgu rat ions tiere bot h mat henat ilalla' %a i

bolundaery such tha there' is n., I t flo.w aenis it. An itex~c'lf i. I tis soluion. rs I irnespee'tice' ol"fi he rt hte'arnrg appilroximtlioi n). El'sIlri

rile is when th.- Lreak'ert I-sm lary his beome parallel ii. the shliig ients o~f White tutd 'liartresere nt stloi-eze-film dampers 113. 141 i
%ectelr and is turniing intl. t re establishmeeif belliedar>'. depe'riderillt end score cre'dene'e it? the plossibilitY oIt wc different

4. Fluid tri nit ort a, ros4 the cavitat ico domain folltm-s t h. sli ri modses ..f ept'rat iier. It is t hereft re iusefeul toi query what pha e';e ir
vectotr and ntee~t be coniserved btetweena the btreak-up ated the art' es- celnfe'rinces may' promote the presearce ot one (over the o'h.'r" I.-
tathlishment p. intts. 1ff I it b reak-eep bundairy ha.rders orta miltavit a clue to the answer is fiourtnd it) thIe 4'4neet -It elr rv voids whi, h elit. .g
film, then the -avitaetiont ditin meust lie a dry voitd and the w' e the sides eof the necked-down filmtsl in the -1- configeirttion. T'he
tablishment Is~tidany mtusr he folleowed hy a film pressure rise': a~laiii ;tossihle treserce of these voids w-.ulel he associated with the abllt
there can he it, ret flow tr-nes sech a re-establishment heaueindcry. darnce eifentrained gas in the suipply fluid antd a stagrnant state it tl:-

Note that thle abeve conedit ions concerti only thin filmn tlate- immnedicate neighluinhodc oif' the hearing e'md,. Tlhe sqtic''e filmi
tersa. damper is molre likely teo operate with the "/" c'avitation ceanfigare-i -,1t

Inaccuracies ats..ciated 'ait, the use If the sheirt baearirtg lapprolsi thatn the rotating jouernal ioecause joterna: roltatieon is likels to. ceerse
niation are pr.sc'nt it the inierrtal field tend along the cavitaltioln entough local circurlatiion to tprevent the fctnmnaiitn of the voids. In aetv
boumndaries. Theii field iiticI'erlcy is amsa&iited with the omissi lII of case A high t hrioegh flo~w rate' wit hotat exeesiv,' agitation Iit ml IIgas

the circumferentiaelPo e'ui-tile 'omponento(f the film flo1w relative I,- entrainmertt I is probrably a feaisible approach te, foirestall the "I '
the Coueet te cemntrent. Its; m egnit ude can readily hec e'stimttatedl III rn'igerrat ron which wtleilel c-au se a serhstautial reduectliont in !he filitt
colmputing and e-.mparinmr these cllmltelnent.,e freom the.s..hit Ill oflu he fIorce.

film pressure. li ertlas ..tffew rafe, the field inae'curae-'v is ..lJ./Il best The nataral short hiwaring cacitalion parameter is
int termesoffilnt, pressur.-,. ciAu.,L/9:?. T1he field inacc'erae'y 1151 at' ects -.
the break-up I-indary o~f -0' c'avitaitiorn directly in that the.re- is at

residual circunife reartial lrl'suire gradirent, which amoiuents fli oll. ..- l)l)
when scaled Ir> ftci axitil piressire gradient At the re-estallionmt 'The wcaling paraemeter (.lthowever. may ot lie inceilved it, th"
boundary, bee tere the I-m ierniferential presoure gradient wicill far h"hysie'l prcess. T'herefoire it is ersefcul Itc examine the rescilts w th .1

cilitate filling tip III- gal). the I Itundary woulid shift molre towardl the fixedl vale' ,.f the "ee,,iversal cavitatioln parameter"
maximum gap thtan the -li-rt bearing result.- From this pinrt of % iewP...
oine might expo (-I thit the lefiene'y tit the "halffilin" aplprotximnationtmn
ii probhably vo newltat ,%e-arest uited in the presentt w'ork. lFot -1'

-q c avitatiotn. thet u'rcttmferentiil pressure gradient woiuld upset the inteeil lf ll.,.One may altoe.take the opplrternity titerther sernt-.
precise syninitrv between the ne'king-down and the wtidening tinize the significian'e o.f the sholrt hearing apiprolximatioen In -III
boundaries. The 'eletie lf the riecling-delwn botundary shoueld lie re- poring the reilts fca "t)"ceviteetiun with the retceltscf.Inkohttcm ai
duced while t tat of* the w-ide ning Itelundllry shoucld lie increaesed H~eiberg 161. The curvei. in F~igs 15 and 16 shrewao such ceempewriscln, for
Ceosequently, lte ltrosurre field wotuld nort be precisely anti-symn twat valuies caf the universal cavitation parameter
metotrical, wi)th it t he' filin fberc would have a radial commpornent. (.C

A metre dieoneerting featute elf the shoirt hearing approximaior 0.111111. 0.0lt 1
i.4 revealed in the- preasre fiel 1 of the film with "0i" cavitatio~n. The t _;1 ,
aituatiemn is cletarly illust rated in Fig. 11. T'he itubambeient pressure in terms of the ecceoniricity loc'ts and the load capacity. resplecti,-elv.
perofile chanice. frotm thesupe parahlsl int the fulII film fec thetsplit As compared toi fhe half-film agspreiiationm. present anal.% ias fIrintgs

parahirlainthc'ltreak t)re'gien.n'hesplit paraheleatestill htave aeroI oia't the lack obfcavitaticen at small ee'eentricitiesas indicated hN tho
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Fig. 15 ffctsf ci UD aned cavittilln pareaieteir an evctentrIcIty lvicuSi be""

flaIt port ion cI, t he loci is ne;.r t lie oei~n. Th' is (Iicrepainc% of th her tIfl-
filmcapprimitiitictismore prevalent foir a smaili I/D. TIhe' remillsof ous2 " p.so,!
,lakolisstiniend Fieilwrg I14J are in vert goridevagrcement with the Iire~etf/
results soc f. r is the e'cce'nticity lot'ji are concerned- For the smaller -" /
c'iittat ien paramneter. altho ugh the lec'ii st ill leave the ocrigin iii tthe//

hoerizontacl direction, they racpidly turn around and fall tinder the/
haif-lilin rt uilts, 'The load Capaicity ckirves in Figure 16; revea;ls the//
clefit ieticN . f thle hal l il] a pproximat io n in est itiat ig lied c liwcit , y
I hr egh. it lie scicill and -noderat e values oecciruii Iv, ( < 0.6. C.
Present res'ilts. expressed in term, of' the second piower law (mwith 0.1 IECINTICiTT RATIO, *0

respect tec i ,I).shcwsthat theefteut ditetoithe deptidence t 1()iii Fig. is Effects of U0 and catation priessurr oni toad capaclt in I
/,/I) is mccder-tdvi promninvet in the range 0.2 < (< 11.5 for the wo cavillativen
values IL 'I) -~ 0.25, .! ) con iidered tit the larger cavit at ion pa ramieter

-c:r.'i results cf 'alobison end Flolce'rgi md cait c' at rictiger fuill circumtiference. t hus lcre'ttnt irig feed cig cc' ltuid filmn Ifr', III,
effect 4ef131) At Lii) 0.2'-. the shcrt bearingappriniafitcci is qc ile aimbienct entirely. In add it ionii the voc ids nuns- i iterspier~e narr.% ilt),I i
sat isfacte cr:I. 't L.ID 0.5., the shccrt hearing approics ietonoeve-res strip., tie fi ci a muelt iple sitint ion paitt ern.lihe ccurre'nce ccI I'

eineles the Icial apat-it v b.- 12 percent ip toE = (I r' at (=0.61N cav 6 iitat ion is acci mpattiedl I)\ a significant redct ion cclthe lit id it,
percent. an I it f = oeA by -', piercenit. At the smaller casititicn pa- fierce and thus may .%Ice regarded as a pathclccivitai misc,' l ue ret ccii

rameter (-(cell , the load 1capacity is significantly reduce(] bY the "far With the shoert heaering approcximnatiocn. the thuid filtn ccriecr I''
e'xtending'* (;vilit-. cavit atictn is purely tangential.

A genieraliec asvitat itn ciiodel alloews the Itwcic dil'tcre it its it at cci

IX Coner Ittsions cccnf'igtira ti ins lIe exist. 'Jhe' new model is a conscidat:% ccc ific i
The pre~ e--t ann Ivsiu. hos showni th -it lie levcl oif sui tmbient boucndary coindit ieon ocf Swift -St iebc-r for film ruiptutre And Il oll

pressure MPel. whit'l i-a~t hi, suistained 1)y the fltuid filmn. is ant iml er- hFheherg for striation streamners. Either one ocrthese c-endiu~o , ct I
tant paramete r whic-b conutreils the operating charactcuistic's cf a loiwed tcc pre\sail dependitng (icn the film presere leil ct, ar, the

submerged bouma ecrng h cemel csd"afftci htii ainidary relative tee t hat in the cav-itatin dcomain.
turnscut tic lee' a ittiid' iiir- oximnaticcn fcir the sciltitijec with ci i i cci sicc'it use ci the 'hoer! teering ikimiltsis in cccjnie'-wn %% li t h
in iheW ''l' eiigoiuri cci tssoaic eeietnie i-cnfigeiratiocei undlers-cres tI( lie'iirlrait Jirt re cj:c 'il

Weeith ''eV cas-itateip. the it-wer Iceitiuh eif filmi jire-teie 'vt, the ifsat i.'litz cce'rall flcisti-ccitittiIt eefthe lublricant filmi pri !. I'h
pressure lt\el in 'he- 4 i'-ittcii'c domanin end cdete'rmeine's thleom pint cli'eriai n (it the fliu priseire fielid and the asseociated tlid :ioLi
ieffetid feet incg fr-cm the- anbicrt ito the fluidl film. With a hew tat ft orte. Impoesitiont ctc- h,'rt hcearinig aepprocximation I-, ri te-:rils
pressure divrge fi. tiere isa .ecepitis aniecntofeefIed flotw a nd the tfull ac-c'mipanied It\. the hiresec'te c f abrt linets iii thepjressire tic -Iti cit

filnm cend itiii tin Ie read I>' re-eat abliihed. keepitng the extetc ecf the"ti1' avitiet iec pittc'rcisite thesheirt beitritigaunalY-sis isin cc -li I

0 c-Ai'tatin ti'a smcall area. %A ith the cavity prestire cmlY slightly heiew a singuelier pertcurbatioi te'clniqeete. T'he apiprocach lire s-it- I hiure.
the amirbient isin.il 1 1. a far ex tending e'vitat ie n regie nw l w eii csist. heoweve'r, is mucth inore real istit' t hant the e'inventit ita ''hal 11l111'
the fttll-fihn rertaellislimentt peiint mat' reach deeply itoe the -'uin- shoert bearing apperuximat icci antd perinits fuirther irhei-ivcn-eec! h\
t'erginV pier ic-ic t ft- Iweari ng gap. In hre'twen the'se ext re'te'-ce c-di- the technictete eel titehe a., 'ss'tnptiit expgantsioins.
ttites. the "lice f film" soelutii)n ri-presetute a fair approeximaioce. p'resenit resuilts lice "I" ca% illationt aegree c-hisc'lv with earlier re-tilt,'

"I" c'Bvit. I-c- cati~ee the mincimeum prevelure teeexist at an intereial ief.lakeisseein atid llirg Icr I./I) = 0t.25 iii the entire rantge -i c'c't
poitef the nitd film. A reelui-;ite ceenditioti feor the existence' tefihis c'entricits' . Foir L.1) 0,0 Ithagemnistllwhn21 re -

cavitatio icereifiguiencitn is teve ieggregatie 'i of gasotr'vitper- tilled s-c idW tille < 0..

in thie ambiet' nic. l' fceid film hicearie's rec'ede away froint the
liecring etich. cl lewith'ii Irv v.ilid I,,cc eeicti the wie'k gap~ po riticcee cc ie' Refe rences
end region% eel the lIe -anng. l'l-e yeoid e'xte'nt may ie Wtell et -ei tc the * i teti 'ds.0., t i h fli ori lmriln at'cend lt ApteW icaciii I., N' tIr
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.~J~tI SC U 551(N

1. Etslon 3  N. Tipel4

The paper tirear s in innipi 'rtunt plroblenm which, ats wirs p. nit ed ot The authorr is itri h cuimmrndr'd fonr this paper which irisduv rirr.1vui
coirrect ly. has I wrn tI trt ter oit much ci mtr. .'.er'. eve'r sincr t hre fo r conrcepts. Iti i bet ter untders.tanrding t( cinlat ion plicn. inri~ ti
mulatirin of the luhrrtriirr ihr.ury. 'l'he submiergr'd bearing is ti IiamI br'arings. T'he initial limitatimis, regarding the shoirt brearintg at)
aspects similar to, a face '.rai. Irnder'd thecrinrept rif t he 'c a'.it.,tiun prriximatioin and the submeirged arrangement ofi the jourrnal Isaring.
configuration it known ini Ie snal literature since the wirrk by Findlay rOnly partially affect the '.alidit~ " O the analYsis which shourld be ex
It171 in 1968. FindlaY usi d t he .amle aplirtach as in t he ptresent woirk tended tri other crinditionsi.
to) show a cay6it. .ti.in regin. tmending into the coinverging frt iloa facre The previoius wrork ofi Geoiffrey Tayloir, 'earsrn and Pitts. itnd
seal The ralttial air lhi rid t he'se airalvysesi is the rt'qtuirrd net zenn. rol Greiller hits provirided I Il) I,. a crlraiii poitt vailuabtle infi rmirs un n,i
fiiw in the casi ' snrhnirrgerl r perat ion. 'lhe "0" cavil at. iii .Intrrlite the generat in and son the numbler oIf st reanmers in sulsocavitarter rc
pireserves t his. ri quri'i-ni asold ruint ama norw, c ot intuit ' u in I hi giorts. IHo wevr'r, the pre"se'nt anail 'vsis yields. sprecific itnd rlai led .ini
cavitat iiin biiu iiiaries it, well. It resuilts. hrieter. in aI prere.'itrr ,l' crilation, iti Ib' aptplie'd iii lubricat ion probllemns.
rcontinuity acrirs, thr' fuid frili at ol = n,. Another pos.sible solutionr This discustier would like the authoir's cormmrents on the foillriwins:
which presierve. Itnth the' net zeoti end floiw and the preiisure cnrntinui'to points:
can be ribtaine-l f~roini equtation. (8I by setting 11 = II at o i. This 1. Hrrw much Of an effect does the surface-r tenairin have in tilt-
tsolution, however. dores not ci mrply with the flriw continuity ott the' boundary crinditiriti at thr' liquid-gas interface'
cavitatioin 6ru idarires. An inevitable question is which nilthe ain.ryr 2. The usual nonslip boundary coinditirons let a thin film tit lII
two deficiencit is sn nirre seven'? hricant 1A) be carried by the journal, even in sulncavitation reyirns. C'all

The resultstiriseiitetl in Fig%;. 15 and 16 show good s. orrelalirti Ire- the assumptiron of dry tirfatres be critical iii same cases"
tween the "0)". a%. ity concttept arid the result% nit ,akrtsion and Flioherg 3. For 1I" cavitatioin the diagram,-. Fig. 14, doi not show value, low.
fora" "universal I ,nvitat itin liars meter'iof -01.10. Ujtrfrrt tinitely. thbesti >0.8. In tippiwsitiril trishirt bearing theory. shoiuld the cirr'rnil'er
results are comirerd toithI "half film" solution which is bated urn aI ential pressure gradient alsot be cronsidered at higher st vaurs?
cavitation pararneter lthit equals zrnt. A mitre realistic crnpinisorn In conclusion, the present wourk is a significant contribiutiron ti a still
wouldl require ih ta nst- vaue if t he r'avitat ion parameter finr all tht not well understooid chapter Ofi luhrication. Trhe extensimit if this
soilutirons criml ared. If I hi'. is (14ine, t he soilutioin itf t he cavit atirin r. analysis tri rither types rif hearings, shouldlIi. welcrime.
gumn based tin 'rtiost ioin i .4 bei ries

1+ 2 joss 1 1)-I Author's Closure

whe' ht' authorr is.grateful lii D r. Fisionn'oaddnitinn ria rerr're ict' too lho-
II * Pmi" C2 ~ r'rrlnerowirk tit Findlay. whir wacincerned with the lift atnd le'akage'

6 ,.RiI/~ti t it lacr' seal as affecteud bv waviness indlucesd cirvitat ioit. it snd% Iii.

- 4 Hence, for a c.'tatiirr parameter -0.1 antI II)D ratios 0l.25i and, 0 mentioned that the tracking dyniamics if lace and shalt sealts w,,uld
''mmbecoes -. 6 ad -4, rspecivel. I is learthata - Is' depiende'nt n the cavitatIion liris'ess.

Illr. ecoett- 16 nd 0 4 repecivey.It s ceartha acavituttii The altr'rnaite arilutiion orig.i'sted by D~r. Eision is; in sisoi't Isisi
regin thus it1 la insed from li-(I -1 depends on I./I). TIhereforre. t hi- adta~ti t i lie I utrlel .mpprrosinat inn 121. whirch ism atbet aviO
eccentricity lisus arid load capiacity are alsoi LII) dependent stitirilar vetnient short rut. T'he aut hr carn semno merit inorufering it tu.a Iipo
it) the result so Aihn in Figs. II) arid 16 fur the "0" cavit at ion. inrrprii'ement. 'he crrucianl concepts Itst be emlrhas-Led heirsr are tht

Additional Re~ference (IlThe Swif't-Stielietr coinditiion 14.51~ is rieratitclahle with the shori

17 Findlay, 1. A.. "Ca, itatinin in Mechanical Pace Seal." .101114NAi. OFearing approxrimatiorn anti thus ithottld be asserted; anti)I lt oile-'
l~t~l~t'A~m'l'".'l~nIts WI. 1941. No 2. Apro. 19M11.

'General Motoris Research I alaratoics. Mechanical Research liepartrino
Depatnnt si 11oechanu. a nil i tleering. Ten'hniin, I Haifs. Istraerl. Winrren. Mich. 414191.
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Reprinted Irk, til Ju I- is . A. I(1W . k lilt nII I itirict.,i I I

Cavitation in a Short Bearing With
C. H. T. Pan Pressurized Lubricant Supply

This w~ork is a generalization of previous treatments of the cavitlation problemn Ju~r
R. A. Ibrahim short journal bearings 11, 21. Cav'itation incipience and the cavitazior /cmcrn are

dependent on both supply and cavitation pressure levels. The geometrical pattern o 'f

Shaker Research Corporation lte cavity boundary isjound to satisfy a universal solution which depenas uni lue'v
fiaI stcn Lai'e. N Y 12019 on the cavitation incipience eccentricity and the operating eccentricity- . The gapre

eccentricity paraineters also uniqgtelv determnine the friction and through -fl IIt
characteristics. Radial and tangential force components are dependent oft Ie
supply/ cavitation pressure ratio in addiion to the eccentricity paratnEtrers lI e
results are applicable to journal bearings, shaft-seals, and squeeze-filmn carnp'oe .

Introduction

The short bearing anaysis of Dubois and (Jevirk 13 is a filmn extent need niore attention. typicalls ( here is it(,o' d
rare combination of extreme simplicity and near validitv. I-or port in the bearing wall. The lubricant can reach the ar at
over a qua! ter of a vctt ry. lubrication engineers has e used eitbher end and can enter to folrm a thirn tilin only it tile-e ,a
the short hearing formulas to estimate load capacit y and region %%here the film pressuire I, los~er. ('omeqiertl- . ili
friction los., (f plain journial bearings. It has been as commgon loliest pressure level "shidi can be Nstaincd by the Iiib-i-rfit
notion that eer for not-so-short beat ings, these formula% are filmn becomes a crutcial issule.
fair appiromilnatiorts. Alt hough numecrical computation has Unfortuniatel) thcem k i no simple and practical %%.t%
become standard engintering practice, the short bearing predict the caskitarion IncipienILe pressure itt fluid f-im n~e
analysis remlains a favot ite approach not only for bearinig despite continued interests in the profession 14. S. 1 h
d-!signs but also for study ing rotor-bearing dynamics, and for estimate for the cas imation intcipience pressuare ii otnicskKre
design evalouttioris of shalt Iseals and dampers, between absolute 7ero and the discharge ambient. In itoe

It is a ccemmon pra,:tik that the short bearing anaINssis is present work, the casitaticin incipience pressure is regariteJ -o
performed with the additional approximation Of retaining be a given constant. %shich not only decides wihvre lhe ro pime
only the co n',utcd filmi pressure in the converging port on o)f ot the lubricat itlmm to take place but alsci gots err' ifi
the bearing gap (fir-film). This turns out to be a reasonable location of the full filni formation poitnt and thus tlfe ext -fit of
assumption in most not-so-short hearing designs because cavitation.
lubricant i, usuially copiously supplied with the teedi port The submerged short journal bearing represents a siit-le
located in thme bearing wvali some% here in the dit.ergemit portiotn theoretical model to allowA a consistent flow balanc.e be" %eti
of the bearint' gap. The te of lubricant flow dependis on tie lubricant flow into the div ergent gap and the end lealkagc hess%
reservoir pressure level amtd the flow impedance upstrearm of from the convergent gap. This probtcin was thorougftl\
the feed po-t. The resyirs'ir pressure is nominally maintained treated in a reem! twi it I . It %%as found that if at uhnicrcd
above the , obient. A mnnkcus boutndary is formed around joutrnal bearing is to carry any. load, the cavitation piresure
the feed por:. Even thoigh lte miniscus botindlaty s5 not must be suba.'o tnt and that the exltent of cavitation tie lerd'
precisely ih2- mnaxiniunm gap location, the overall filiti piessuze onf botht the cavitattotn pressure and the operating ecen i:.
distribution does not dev-iate substantially fromn the v film Comparison with the numerical results given by Jako-is'on
approximatiotn. Ironically, for a truly short configuration (as and Floberg for a submerged journal bearing of finite length
may be in the case of' a journal bearing, a shaft seal, or a 161 demonstrated that the improved short bearing anal, sI, is
damper), the rcalitici concerning lubricant supply and the valid for not-so-short configurations. According to the sante

analysis, thie subtmerged short bearing has been found it- hec
vulnerable to a condition of lubricant depletion if soids it t ie
ambient pressure are allowed to aggregate near tic btat ng
ends.

Cornrihtlld h', t ti Ihritatti IM,sort (it rHi A, i M1 AN SIX I ritesubmritged journal hea.-ing configuration mas not bit a
MrECHAMICAI I %--m. It, mid pfc'crited jt the (Centurs5 2 '55511 .5% t ill realistic model. Somcirmes lubricant is delivered to one Lnt of
ternational t t :at tort I *m~, ncc. ',an Fran),I W~O, ('3li I t i I 8 '1
1930, Reviscd r nu rr, roxw- ,d I C tic r tu tirlcl Djicl',r,. I f1 11 ,:9. the bearing at a more or less elevated pressure. A% a %% hole :hte
1990. Paper N4, -f I .! I , 1, -7 ltubricant passes through the bearing gap and is diseharkI elli to
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the ambient conditon at the other end. The discharge end may Qal sin(
or may not b, flooded. Shaft seals operate precisely in this Q(a )= =cosq

manner. It is also a likel) confiruration for squeeze-film
dampers. The elevated feed pressure would postpone
cavitation incipience to a higher eccentricity and %ould reduce (fl,111) are invariant with respect to " and are determined
the extent of cavitation at a given eccentricity as compared to from suitable boundary conditions.
that of an equivalent submerged bearing. The flow This formulation is also applicable to the squeeze-f In,
requirement of a short bearing fed from one end was studied damper undergoing a circular whirl motion. The coordinate.
by Wakuri, et al., 121; an ambient cavity was assumed to exist are fixed to the %hirl motion with the angular coordinate
at the discharge end of the short bearing. In the case of an aimed against the sense of whirl. w should be replaced by 2r,
internal cavit, the feed pressure directly influences the extent twice the whirl frequency, and e now represents the ratio of
of cavitation: consequently, the through flow impedance the orbit radius to the damper clearance.
varies accordingly. The present work is a direct extension of Full Width Film With Circumferential Feeding. If there is
earlier studies I, 21 by allowing the pressure at the feeding no cavitation and one end of the bearing is maintained at
end to become elevated, by including the possibility of a Is >0, then upon satisfying the boundary conditions
flooded discharge end, and by rounding out the results to 1(G= -1)= ls; 11('= 1)=0
include film force components and bearing friction torque
together with t he through flow impedance, the film pressure is determined by a special form of equation

(2):
Analysis

I I
General Short Bearing Theory. Lubrication theory for a [I= I(I - oll, - _(I - 2)Q (4)

short journal i)earing with ai incompressible, isoviscous fluid 2 2

obeys the following differential equation: 131
The location of the minimum pressure is of special interest

8 811 8H in consideration of cavitation since the value of the minimum
/' - =01 X (I) film pressure determines whether or not cavitation would take

place. The minimum pressure is located by the conditions

where
811 1 8Qpi PC2 O = -=  - 0 t -':) a 5

61AR (LD)2  a 2

an I
is the dimensionless film pre-isure measured above ambient. 0a" 2

For an axially uniform film. H = I - ( cosq, equation (I) has
the general solution Equation (5) shows that the circumferential location of he

minimum pressure is not dependent on ls, Equation (6)
+shows, however, that unless the condition

1 = rll'l) +-Q() (2)

where Q> I S (7)

Nomenclature

A" = scale of r in universal pressure measured from
C = nominal radial clearance representation, Table I ambient
D = bearing diameter = circumferential coor- All = scale of n in universal
e = eccentricity dinate measured from representation, Table I

H = dimensionless film minimum gap location = volume rate of lubricant
thickness, I - cosq X = length-to-diameter ratio, through flow

L = bearing length IID
P = film pressure u = viscosity coefficient of Subscripts
Q = hydrodynamic wedge lubricant b = breakup boundary

function, e sinq/(l - t i, = whirl frequency of bi = breakup initiation
cosT)' damper hO = average value over *he

R = bearing radius, D/2 II = dimensionless pressure, entire breakup boundary
T = friction torque p/I 6pa(R/C) 2(L/D)2 I i = cavitation incipience

WRW r = radial apd tangential for journal bearing or 0 = offset value
4 forcecoinponents p/l l2j&P(R/C)2(LID) 2 I t = termination point o!

z = axial coordinate, ingas- for squeeze-film damper cavity
ured from midplane I10,111 = coefficients in short w = waist

f = eccentricityratio, e/C bearing solution,= dimensionlcss axial equation(2)Superscripts

coordinate. 2lL ln = dimensionless cavitation - universal variable
-,, = dimensionless axial pressure measured from - = dimensionless variat'e.

location of minimum ambient applied to (Wt, 14'r. T,
pressure s - dimensionless supply
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is satisfied. a true preisure minimum would not he pre,ent in ' -- ----.........
the film. The minimum pressure location is alsays on ,he!
discharge side in the axial direction (,, - Il/(2Q) > 0). 1 he
special condition Q = [ls/2 causes the minimum pressure to
be located at the exit edge; i.e., r,, = 1.

Formis of Cavitation. For a submerged bearing, previous
work indicated the existence of two distinct cavitation pat-
terns [I]. In the "0- cavitation pattern, the pressure in the
cavitated region is maintained at I],; film breaktip ap-
proaches tic cavitation boundary siith the modified Swift- . ,- j' ..

Stieber boindary conditions [7, 8). In the "' cavitation "- "
pattern, the minimum pressure H exists at an internal point;
cavitation regions are connected to the ambient edges and thus
are maintained at the ambient pressure. They are in effect ,"-

"dry pockets."
With on: edge of the bearing maintained at an elevated

pressure, there are similarly these two major varieties of Fig. I Eccentricity ratio for cavitation incipience
cavitation 'orms. I)uc to the elevated pressure at the supply
edge, howtvcr, symmetry would be disrupted. If one makes .. T - -. TT
the reasonable assumption that only the liquid lubricant flows ."
through th" feed line, then an edge cavity can only be present
on the exit (ambient) vdge. The entire periphery of the " ' . .f/4
pressurized edge is thus filly effective as the inlet passage for
lubricant t irough, flow. The exit cavity may be either wet, /_
such that the film approaches the cavitation boundary with ...
the Swift-Stieber conditiun; or it may be dry, and the ambient -
cavity borders a film %-ith some subambient region. The 4 --

solution of the wet exit cavity turns out to be a special case of / -
the internal cavitation. The dry exit cavitation problem --, .- '
requires separate attcntioi.

If the exit casit) is dry, the film pressure near the cavity ,._ ... -

boundary i:, tiecessarily stibambient. Therefore, there must be .

at least a Iccal region along the exit edge, where the lubricant -
flows back from the "exit" edge into the film. At the same -

time, in the immediate neighborhood, a dry cavity interrupts
the film. Sich a special condition is possible if the lubricant "
level is maintained precisely at the initiation point of the dry
cavity. Clearly, this is an unlikely situation except possibly in ' .
a deliberate laboratory sttup; hence no further attention will
be given to the dry exit cavity problem. Fig. 2 Supply pressure level

With a wet exit cavity, while a zero pressure gradient
condition is satisfied at the breakup boundary, the film
pressure is everywhere higher than the ambient. Thus, the and I1,. Upon setting Q = Q, = Q(,. f,) and ,, = " in
lubricant always flows out along that portion of the exit edge equation (6), one obtains
which is reached by the fluid film. At the same time, the entire
exit edge remains at the ambient pressure including that l1s = 2Q, (8)
portion which borders the wet cavity. This is a "flow- Then substituting into equation (4) along with (11, , Q),
through" condition typical of most bearing and seal in- respectively, identified as (rlc. -,. Q,), it is found
stallations; the film pressure is everywhere higher than the -!1(. =Q(I - /2 (9)
ambient esen if the lubricant is physically capable of a
subambient ,tate. The exit edge can be flooded by the Since il, depends uniquely on i,, Q, can be regarded as a
lubricant (tor example by restricting the exit flow), th~n the function of t, also. Accordingly, equations (8) and (9) can he
cavity will be located inboard and the pressure in the cavity regarded as IUs (t,, ,) and - fl c (f,, ).
should be approximately it the effective vapor pressure of the Physically, it is more natural to regard (,, ',) a-, functions
lubricant and can be substantially subambient. of (- flc , Il). To obtain such relationships, one car. first

eliminate Q, between equations (8) and (9), then, after some
rearrangements, it is found

Cavitalien Incipience. The full film solution, equation (4), 1 + 21- 1,1115)[I - ,1 + ii,/ I-)1
is applicable so long as the minimum film pressure is higher
than the cavitation pressure; i.e., II a! I1,. The condition of Then, substituting into equation (8), one obtains
cavitation incipience is reached when the minimum film Q, =(l18/2) +(-l,) + (.-l(-)[( - fn.) +il] (11)
pressure is .xactly equal to the cavitation pressure.

Accordirg to equation (5), the circumferential locaton of Since Q, is a unique function of t,, the inverse would he
the minimum piessure point (in a full film) is given by 'Qlaq true, so that equation (II) yields indirectly the functiot; ot i,
= 0. Since this condition does not depend on the values of Ils ( - 11(, fls). Actual computation of (,(Q,), however, requires
and n(., th-- relationship between the circumferential location a numerical procedure. Graphical representation of o, ( - II,
of cavitation incipience, ,, and the incipience eccentricity l.) is given in Fig. I.
ratio, e,, as determined in the previous study 121 remains (- iti, n) and Q,, i,) are alternative parametric sets to
valid. The value of (,, however. is now dependent on both 1i, specify the condition of cavitation incipience. Fig. 2 torcher
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with Fig. I furnish the complete relationships among these 20 --

parameters in the graphical form. In subsequent analysis to
treat the cavitation problem, the condition f > f, is of in-
terest. Thus the parametric set , will be assumed to be t 0 j .* F S

given.
Universal Solution of the Cavitation Region. For any

combination cf a finite and positive (nonvanishing) value of 's
- 1l, together with a finitc and non-negative value of I1., the
axial locatio 1 of the incipience point is internal; i.e.. 0 :5 <
1.0.

The case (1, = 0, ', = 0) corresponds to the "0" cavitation
prolem of a submerged joiirnal which was treated previously 0J
jIl. If the eccentricity ratio exceeds the incipience value, t>
,, then the :avitation pressure [I( would be reached at 0 <. 7,.,' , t

ch, < ,. 1 h,. subscript "bi" designates the condition of
"breakup in tiation." Since the breakup initiation should also
be at the axial minimum of the film pressure, equation (6)
must apply. Substituting (11( , Q,,I, respectively for (11, o
Q) in equation (4), and ( , Q ), respectively, for (i,,,, Q) in
equation (6), one obtains

;0 1~ s-( ",Q.02
20

0 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 06 '9
1lIs = 2 b, Qj, k13 ,

Eliminatir g - [I, one obtains Fig. 3 GGometrlcal parameters of the universal cavitation pattem

-11- Qh,(l - ,,)/2 (14 Beyond n.. the sideband widens with i1 as the axial llot,
Comparing equations (13) and (14) with equations (8) and drawn in from the end adds to the circumferentially tians-

(9), one concludes that since (r',,, Q,,) have the same rune- ported flow, through the internal cavity, to cause the film to
tional relations of( - I1t., 1l,) as (',, Q,). it follows fill back. The universal pressure profile is given by

t - Qt, =Q (1S) = -(e- f,4, + - ,)(Q/IQ,) (2))

Noting thit r, depends only on the parameter - lj(/11%) is the cavitation boundary in the "fill-back" region. Note
according to equation (l0. the value of ',, = j, is a direct that the boundary values of Il at ' = (0, ) are satisfied.
indicator of tie supply pressure (relative to the cavitatio, whereas the Swift-Stieber condition is no ,onger enforced
pressure). i,, , on the other hand, can be solved from equation except at q. where : =

(3) upon sulbstituting Q,., = Q,(t,) for Q, and therefore is At the fill-back boundary, flow transported through the
dependent onl:; on (. f,) in the explicit sense. Computation of cavity from 1( ,, = .). which is given by equation (17).
7b,((, i,), hoxcver, has to be performed numerically since the combines with the axial in-flow through the widcning
governing re ationship is transcendental. sideband to fill the gap of the reformed film. For the 'ho'rt

bearing approximation, only the Couette componet.t is
si-1 1 -Q,,,(l -E cosq,,), =0 (16) retained in the circumferential flow of the reformed film. The

The break up process continues beyond q1,,. An internal relation between , and q > q. is same as that for the sub-
cavitation darnain separates the two "side bands" %hich merged bearing. Upon approximating the local, transported
border either end of the bearing. The pressure field in the flow by the average value (1]. and adopting the univer'al
sideband is t reversal because the pressure of either end of the representation the formula of interest is
bearing is c~rstant, whereas the Swift-Stieber condition is (H-H))e', =(H -H,.)Q,IQ +|F(.)-F(t,)JQ, (21)
applicable a! he cavitation border. The universal pressure where
profile can thus be written its

II = (f, - 6),Q/Q,; I'5 ,/Q (17)

(I, f) are, tespectiscly, the universal film pressure and the W() = d
universal axial coordinate for either sideband. They arc
linearly relaied to (11. S with appropriate scale factors and 3 :( ( , ,
offsets; i.e., It Isinq sii 3, in,?t

6i = (11 - f )'H 1= (t" - "01a1" (18)

The scale factors and the offsets are listed in Table I. (22)
In the uni, ersal representation, as shown by equation (17),

the width of the sideband depends parametrically on (., ,) I
and is a funt ti3n of Y) It assumes its minimum value when Q Cosql = c s--d),,123
reaches its mat imum at

. =  cos ['I /i * 24 f - I/(4 )l (19) and
The subsci iret "w" refer, to the "waist" of the sidehand. If

cavitation hid not taken place, if. would locate the minimum I, = I - cosinM 24t
film presstre; 1. is functionally dependent on e identically as The fill-back process is terminated when f becomes unity.
9, is one,. The universal form of f, and ', ensures that the internal
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Fi 1) 0.025
=0.30

Fi.4d =e 0.20

- 0.30

F.4Cavitation patterns

cavitation begins and ends together. For convenieicL. of affect the cavitation pattern in two ways. l-irst[5 the)
fuuereft-rence, the termination location is designaicd i, determine f, according to Fig. 1. It may be noted ti-at tht

The computations previously performed for the "0" lower bound offe, depends only on ls as given by the line S, =
cavitation problem of the submerged bearing (11 are in fact 1.0 in Fig. 2. t, together with the operating eccentricity ifi-,
directly applicable to the internal cavitation problem viewed the circumferential characteristics of the cavitation bou~idar y;
in the univ..-ral form. i.e., the locations of breakup initiation, the waist, aid the

In the uiiversal representation, geometrical parameters of termination point along with the waist width ratio 1:S as
the internarl Cavitation pattern can be summarized as the shown in Fig. 3. Secondly, the two "halves" of the ca% tatiori
circumferential locations of' the breakup initiation point, the pattern divide at r,; , being a function of the ratio ],- f / list
film waist, and the cavitittion termination point together w~ith as given by equation (10). and (I + ,, I a ) rc. iCe.pec
the widtht fraction of the film waist. They are uniquely cefined tively, width scales of the two halves in the universal sol ition.
by (t, o)as graphically shown in Fig. 3. These effects are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 (a) corresponds

Tabl I calefacorsand ffsts n sie bndsto the condition (f, = 0.025, t = 0.10). Four casitation
- ~ ______ - -. patterns are shown. Each plan form covers the entire

Side band Irlet txit developed film; the lower and upper boundaries are the
Presure fise nfltl(minimum gap locations. From left to right the cavstaior

- I Pessue scae .11 ~ -tt - patterns correspond in sequence the ratio - nfl~., (.

- --- --- --- ---- - -- 1.0, 0.1, 0.0). In this case, because f, is quite small
li 0 _____ r( # representing a lubricant with an effective vapor pressure -.e

Axial scale l 1 close to the ambient (and a very low feed pressure) it
cavi..3tion region spans about 2/3 of the total periphery %-eri
though the operating eccentricity is quite modes-. In Fre.- .

Results (b), with f, staying at 0.025, e is increased to 0.3. The tour
patterns correspond to the same sequence of thie pre-sure:

Coitalli)n Patterns. The pressure parameters n- , 110.~ ratio. The larger operating eccentricity is seen to ~Se atc
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companic by the enlargement of the cavity in both axial and =2 1 (sinn&-sinn,) 129a)
circumferenctial directions. Figure 4 (c) corresponds to (t, =
0.2. # = 0.3). The mderately large t, requires either a
relatively low vapor presure lubricant (about 10 times more i(cos%, -€osv,)cos,, + €os, -2c cosncosn,)
remote from the ambient than the previous cases) or a + (29h)
moderately high feed pressure or some suitable combination 3( - coss,)'11 - cos,), )-

of the two pressure parameters. Figure 4 (d) shows the
cavitation paterns for a rather large operating eccentricity.
Note that the length of the cavity remain at about 1/2 the total
periphery while its width has increased substantially.

It is quite clear that the feed pressure is an effective masI '-I ("' ,'S ,2
to limit the circumferential extent of cavitation. mens + cosn din + -2 , c

Formulas for Global CbarMaeristics. The essential per- (290
formance parameters of a journal bearing include the force
components,

(WR.W) 1r 21

2W[1=2( n - [n ,.) (co s i, - Cos[, (3 0 a)

(cosq, - sinnl(dn d4 (25)
al (2ir - (, - t,,,) + sin,cos, - sin xs,c s, J (O30b,+ -- (30b)

3(1 - (2)3

the frictior torque,

~u.~R2 zD I dl IC dit (26) ~, ~ -~Q

,RqrL) -4vr o d- 
d,,]

and the supply flow, 3Q

- l2(L/D)V_ 4_ (27)

C'Ps cR(rDC)(L/D). ()

t= TC
Because the integrands take on different functional forms 1R-'wrDL)

in the full-film and casitation regions, it is convenient to
separate the integrals into parts pertaining to the two regions.
One can therefore write 2= - 2- (, - ,,)

( WI , W 7r ) = ( R -W r ) t + ( W 14 'AW',
t=(M'+(TM, (28)J+ f, +"" - I x

The terms associated with the subscript "F" are con-
tributed l Vie full-film region, which spans ,n, - 2:rs 17 !
qt,. The subscript "C' identifies the contribution to the
cavitation domain, it,, s n s ,. It is not necessary to + + -- d\J (It)

separate tfe supply flow into two parts because the cavity H

blocks axial through flow so that , is entirely due to the full-
film region.

For sho-t bearings, contribution to friction torque by =4

circumferential pressure gradient is of Ot(LID) 1, and is .,R(rDQ(LD)n,
commonly neglected. In the cavitated region, lm s q s i,,

the friction torque (!l),. is made up from two parts; one part is 3
due to the continuous films between either end of the bearing =(I+ -

and the cavit border (0 < f < f, for . s sitt. and 0 < ' 2
< f for t,, "s i !s n.), the second part is due to the striated
streamers wvithin the cavity (9]. For computing the streamer 1 r/ 3 \

4 ' -1 contribution to (1) ., the local gap at film breakup is used in - j- I + - (i ( t_,)
the range it, i it s n,, and the average value Hh0 is used in
the range n, s n s %.

In summary, the global characteristics in the dimensionless [+finn, (+f2
form are 2 3

- a' a[.~ si(~ )~(--v.n '-int ( f2 - 3- f cosq, -- jsin2itVJJ 32)W" R L Sin ( _ )_11
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from the straight line which connes-s the pressure levels of the
two ends, its characterization requires re~presentation of the

FCO/ES AT SMALL ECCENTRICITY pressure and width scales as indicated in Table 1. The roles of
0, 025

F19.9 Hydrostatic effects on force com"onets at salln eccentricity (11.%, - 11, ) in the pressure scales are self-evident. The width
foo .025 scales contain the parameter r,. which in turn is a functior of

the pressure ratio ( - fl, /11,s. Since e, already provides one
constraint between (n.5, - no a second parameter is -.uf-

It was noted previously that the force components cannot ficient to specify both (1[15, - Ile-). For the latter purpc'se.
be uniquely specified in terms of (e. It.). This is because the three values of the pressure ratio, -fn, /Hl, - (Co.0. 1, 0). are
pressure profile in the cavitation domain takes on a drastically used to examine the effects on the forces which are not in-
different character than thai in a full-width film. Insa full-film cluded in the hydrodynamic components as represented b
condition as s hown by equation (4), the contribution of Ii.s is equations (29b) and (30b). The same conditions were usec to
rotationally syrimetrical arid itus would not result in a net illustrate the sequence of successively increasing asymmetry iii

- force. The full-film journal hearing force is entirely due to the the cavitation pattern in Figs. 4(a) through 4(d). In Figs. 7 aind
hydrodynami.. wedge effect represented by Q. lIn a cas'itated 3, radial and tangential forces are, respectively, plotted
region, even if' *)nc continues to measure the pressure profile against ein two groups, each of which includes the three
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values of le pressure ratio for a given e,. The two values of, Size parameters of the cavitation pattern are dependent or

are (0.1.0 4). For comparison, the hydrodynamic componentis drawn in dashes. Both radial and tangential force-, show location o the h degringotheomryial a

moderate preads among various values of the pressure ratio location of the cavity and the degree of geometrical asym
at moderate values of > ,. In the same range of i, the metry are dependent on the supply/cavitation pressure ratiohydrodynamic compone s are not good approximations of (both pressures are metsured above the ambient). For an%hydrdynmiccomonens ae nt god aproimaion of finite t, > 0, there is an upper bound of the extent oft
the actual 'orces. Further scrutiny of this question at small (4,, finite a0 t i a r o x
E) is referr :d to Fig. 9. So far as the radial force is concerned cavitation as ou- 1.0.
(for e 2 e ), the hydrodynamic component is lower than the The cavity can occupy an internal domain only when thc
full force at a small t, and can be an order of magnitude too exit edge is flooded by lubricant (with negligiblL
large at noderately large values of (,. The hydrodynamic pressurization), and the cavity pressure would then he
component of the tangential force is always smaller than the necessarily subambient. If the cavitation pressure is precikel.
full value, it breaks awa) from the full-film value too rapidly, equal to the ambient pressure or if the exit lubricant is alloieC
The two conditions (l.s = 0, 11c- = 0) represent the extreme to drain away freely, then the exit edge would be only part iall%
conditions of symmetry. For any combination of (t,. t), all connected to the fluid film and the cavity must commtunicatt.
solutions of the forces are somewhere between those to the ambient directly. The drain away condition enforce% ar
corresponding to the extreme conditions. Figures 10 (a) and ambient condition of the cavity even if the lubricat car
(b) contain curves for the radial fot.c for the two respective inherently sustain a subambient condition.
conditions (Ils = 0, l11( = 0). Curves for the tangential force Dimensionless friction and through-flow function -an h"
are given in Figs. I I (a) and (b). It turns out that for any fully defined by (f,, o). Competitive effects of eccentric-ty ane
finite, coribinations of (ll s , lie), the following empirical cavitation on friction results in the near agreement ',itl
formula yi.lds very accur ate results: Pehrov's law for a wide range of conditions. The throughflow function is strongly dependent on the value of t ir

practical operating condition of f. Thus, validity of :h.
24.72 1- -0 +  

'IS( 41,..1C present analysis can be verified by correlating the mutual
( n. + 24.72( -n(.) dependence between the cavitation pressure and the through-

flow function at fixed supply pressure and the op:ratmn

where IWmay be either W, or I'r. eccentricity.
Radial and tangential force components (as functions of

Conclusions operating eccentricity f) are dependent on the up.
ply/cavitation pressure ratio in addition to the determinat:;or

Pressurization of lubricant supply at one end of .a short of the cavitation incipience eccentricity t, by the suprly ane
bearing would shift the cavitation pattern toward the cavitation pressure,. An accurate empirical formula for both
discharge:,ide. For the same cavitation (subambient presstre, force components has been found to permit simple in
the eccentricity ratio for cavitation incipience would be in- terpolation from their respective values at the extren-e con
creased by supply pressurizittion. ditions of zero supply pressure and zero cavitation pres'ure
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- DISC US SIO0N

1. Elsion' more realistic (less than ambient) cavitation pressures art- used
in the half Sommerfeld solution. Hence, it can be concluded

The authors have presented a valuable solution to the that the htalf Sommerfeld solution based on equation (4)
problem of short journal bearings fed from either one or two approximates quite well the exact friction torque.
ends. This problem is also of great interest in squeeze film With regard to the lubricant through flow it can be siosn
dampers and mechanical face seals. The exact solution for the that the half Sommerfeld solution yields the same results ats
cavitation stiape and bearing performance, as derived by the the exact solution. This is due to the fact that the net
authors, is quite complex. However, such exact solutions are hydrodynamic component of the flow in a submerged bearing
essential as a basis for aisessment of less accurate, simpler is' zero and tUsc through flow is exclusively a result of the
solutions that may be used for practical purposes.hyrsaipesuedfrntlacoshebrng

A posibe smplr soutin, or xamle, s te oe bsed It would be interesting to compare the results of the tadtal
on equation (4) with an additional condition replacing ,tty 11 and tangenial forces obtained from the half Sommeurfeld
< Hi, by 11 = H,. (the half Sommerfeld condition). The solution with these obtained from the present exact SOlLtion.
cavitation shape r(i~r) in this case is found from a solution of Such a comparison would settle the yet unresolved issuec(f the
equation (4. with nI = 11,. The accurate shape of the cavity acuayousn th hlfS111111C"idcniinfr p
and, more important, the flow continuity on the cavitation poiain aiaini arwcniuain ief~
boundaries are not preserved by this simple soltution. seals and squeeze film dampers.
Nevertheles-., the overall results, especially for friction torque Another problem. %%hich was notl given much attention in
and load carrying capacity, may be fairly close to these ob- the past, is the assumption of constant pressure insid-e the
tained from the much more complex, exact solution presented cvtto oeado t onais hsasmiinvhc
in this parer. The authors have apparently attempted a is used here by the authors and was used extensively by aither
comparison between thifir exact solution and available resarchers in the past may not be correct for enclosed catites
aproximaticins. In Fig. 5, for example, the results for the such as in submerged journal bearings. In a recent work 112),
friction torque are compared with these obtained for eccentric where the pressure field in the cavitation zone of a submerged
full film anti eccentric r film. The latter is basically the half journal bearing was maped, it was found that significart
Sommerfeld solution for the case - i1,.=1.=0. Un- pressure variations occur inside the cavity. In cases where the
fortunately, the ir film results, shown in Fig. 5, do not ac- full film formation point penetrates into the conve-ging
count for th.: striation affect on the friction torque, leading to portion of the bearing clearance, high cavity pressures vtere

the rroecu cocluiot tha ~ th toqueis ub- recorded that exceeded even the elevated pressure at the ends
stantially higher than ir film result. . ~.Table 2 presents of the bearing. This phenomenon was attributed to air
results of the dimensionless friction torque for the ir film with solubility of the lubricating oil which probably plays an
the striation effect included. These results were obtained by important role in the cavitation mechanism.
dividing the dimensionless friction force AFof reference I1I1I1 by
2r. Additional References

Fm the results in Table 2 and those in Fig. S. it is clear that
the v film, or the half Sommerfeld solution for - n.,= n1, 11 kitEsion. I.. and Pinkus. 0.. "Analysis of Short Journal Bearit %%,tht

apprximtcsver wel th exct oluionin csesof uitble New Upstream Boundary Condition." ASMIE JMIR14AL OF I tUt sitSappoxiatt vey wll he xac soutin i caes f sitale TFrMottsuiY. Vol. 96, No. 3. July 1974. pp. 489 496.caviation ins.ipient (e.g. e, - 0.025 and ii - 0.05). The exact 12 Ftsion. I., and Ludwig. I . P . -Obsersaitin of Pressure 'm/amin n the
4W solution for higher values of or can be well approximated if CavitationfRegion o(SumergedJurnal earng%," NASA TM81';112

Table2 Dimenuiouims friction torque fair w film with striation effect inceluded

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Tc/PWRI!(DL) 096 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.96 -1.02 1.11__1.29 1.75

__Depalneni of Mechanical Enmtincirrinti. Techniogi, Haifa, Isrel.
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Autlhor's Closure 0

The authors concur with Dr. Etsion that if one allows for
the contribution of shear from striations in the divergent
portion ot the gap, the ir-filmn analysis yields rather
satisfactory results. However, one may justifiably argue that /
the striation correction itself implies the need to obey overall
continuit) of flow: otherwise. as indicated by Fig. 5. the /
friction torque would he consistently and substantially un- J51.
dereshima ed. The impcirtant message revealed by the more
cautious i-alculation is that the simultaneous effect% of ec-
centricity, cavitation. and striation tend to balance one
another such that Petrov's law is quite satisfactory in its
simplest form.

It is qiuite natural to query to what extent film force 2
calculatio is may be adequately approximated by the ir-film W /s
results. Ths question was examined for the submerged 0 1 9468

journal 'earing il] and graphical comparisons were
separately oresented for the tangential and radial force
componertis. These graphs are reprodticed as Fig%. A-I and A-
2. If one modifies the Ocvirk-Gumbel approximation by
requiring 11 -e 11, with a 'uitably selected value of 11, < 0.
then the carresponding :-esults would be between those of the
standard 7- lilin results t171 = 0) and the full f ilm resuiltk IV04
< n,,). It is clear thait since some of the curves in these @ .2 03 04 05 06 0~
figures are. not contained between these "extreme cases." the OPEAING ECCENTRICITY RATIO

modified Ocv irk -(unibel approximation has limited
usefulnes' he basic fauilt of the Gumbel approximation is its F1g.A£2 ftadiaI-lorce tor- ' cavitation
inability ta describe the boundary of the re-established film.
which car teach into thre convergent portion of the bearing -

gap. This conclusion romatin.s valid even if one edge of the i.-
bearing is pressuri/ed.-

Dr. Eisiorr's coniments regarding the hydrostatic itrough C___
flow promnpted the author torec-examine the role of cavitation -. -oz.
in this respect. Equation 432) and Fig. 6 are based on the axial___
flow in the full-film 1,, -'a 2v~ s I?:si,) at the mid plane (r'--
=0). Wi:h presurization of one edge of the bearing.,
however, the "cavitation axis" is shifted to , > 0. Ac-
cordingly. the correct hydrostatic through flow should be ..

calculated as the axial flo% in the full film at , and equation -

(32) should oe corrected by a "cavitation leakage" term: - .. 02 0 .4 0.5 0.6 0.7 OE

Fig.A£3 Total flow function equations 432) and (A-1)

n,~ s~- oi, With the addition of -cavitation leakage." the total tro%.

f -CCOS71, I IQ, (A-4) function is as shown in Fig. A-3.
The formal simplicity of Equation (A-I) motivated a scarcl'

for similarly simple formulae for the effect% of ptessurizatioii
on the force components;. This was found possible rrpo-
recognizing

11, - 2flc(=0 + ;)Q, (A-2 I

COMPLM FILS as a function of (l11, - n,~ ) can be readily calculated %'ithi
* ~ 7 the aid of Equation (10). Therefore, in place of the empirical

7 formula given in the original text, the following exact fartul-i
is obtained:

A further refinement of the present analysis is the discos er\
* 4 of an exact integral for the cavitation boundary, without

invoking the "mean transport approximation" IlIl yieling

HIdit (A-51
=(Ho -H,).

where the subs-cript "B" refers to the cavitation boundar\
6111 0 0.5 04 @A1 so es *,a either in the break-up or in the ill-back region. For the break

060~m Cfl?05111111,10 up boundary, the right-hand side of equation (A-5) reduces to
Pg. Al Tantllaltomeve for "O" cavitationi Q, lQh in agreement wit h equtalion ( 17) by t he lim it ing proces*
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- h. For the fill-back boundary. the subscript "B" is WAIST .

replaced by "f" for 1 , H. 1). (H4 . op,,) refer to the break-up FRICTION T
boundary at .. Equation (A-5) thus becomes a tran- FLOW + (.) .............,,

scendental relationship between ', and Sys. and can be solved R-FORCE W ) 1
only numerical y. The actual discrepancy between equadon T-FORCE (f4' )u s
(21). which is based on the "mean transport approximation," R-INCR 1W')1"t 

)  
,,

andequation (A-5) is quite minuteinallphysically significant T-INCR (W 11 ,, -(W )u,,
aspects. The interesting experimental results reported by Dr. Etsion

It is underslandable that the analytical content of the will no doubt enhance our knowledge of the cavitation process
present work should be regarded as being too complex for in fluid film bearings. This author looks forward to the full
practical use. However, it is because of the fully analylical publication of his findings. In th loks o the prelent
treatment that very complete numerical results can be discussion, this author would suggest that hydrodynamic
compiled. In view of their universal applicability. labulat:on drfor the rull range of 1,. oi, are furnished with this closure. It is action in the gaseous phase, along %ith inertia effects andmass transfer related to gas phase solubility may be all
hoped that the availa." ,ty of the numerical tables will en- associated with the interesting observations reported by Dr.
courage judicial use of these results in pertinent engineering Etsion. It should be clear that the details of the cavitation
activities. The headings used in these tables are defined as process must depend on other thermodynamic and fluid
follows: dynamic parameters which are overlooked in conventican[
F-INC lubrication studies. For this reason. in terms of details of the
"CC f cavitation process.i unir,,alit y aniong journal hearing%.

BEG i,, / seals, and dampers will cease to exist.
END 1 / T
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Dynamic Analysis of Rupture in
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breakup is .holvn to be valid upon reaching stead.v-state. Generalization is extended
to allow consideration of two sliding surfaces and the pure squeeze-film. Thi
possibility of subca'itation filn pressure is shown to result in dry regions in the
cavitation domnain.

I Introduclion

In the lubricant film of a self-acting bearing, surface sliding mechanistic view point. Allowing sufficient time lapse, phase
in the preience of spatial variation of the bearing gap con- equilibrium may be considered to have been,established. The
stitutes the hydrodynamic wedge action, which is responsible pressure level in the cavitated lubricant film should ir some
for the load carrying pressure in the bearing film. If surface way be related to the physical chemistry of the lubricant, and
sliding is in the direction ot gap divergence, then the pressure may be regarded as a constant parameter in the context of a
in the lubricant film tends to decreas-. With the proper gap mechanistic study. The detail flow structure of the ruptured
distribution, the reduceJ pressure in the diverging gap can film, viewed in the scale of the film thickness. is quite in-
combine with the elevated pressure in the convergent gap to tricate. Liquid-solid-gas interfacial effects, free surface
form the overall load capacity of the bearing as illustrated by curvature, and fluid inertia are simultaneously interacting
the classical Sommerfeld solution of the infinitely long with the viscous stress which is dominating in the remotet
journal bearing [1. Although a reduced film pressure in a regions (from the rupture boundary). Meniscus foature,
bearing may not be undesirable, it hardly ever happens in and/or striation fingers are merely particular features of the
reality. It is usually found that the pressure in a conventional flow field here. The present work shuns involvement in thi,
lubricant film cannot fall substantially below the atmospheric fine-scale point of view and will deal mainly %ith gros,
level. Presumably, lubricant used in real environments always features on either side of the rupture boundary. Surface
contains some dissolved ambient gas, volatile constituents of tension, for a film thickness of the submicron lesel, can alse
moderately high vapor pressure, and sometimes ccn en- manifest itself in a subcavitation pressure in the imniediatt'
trained gas phase in sispension. Thus, as surface sliding upstream of the rupture boundary. In the gross scale. one car,
enters intc, a divergent region, the void fraction in the bearing accommodate this phenomenon by assigning a pressure jurnr
gap will ripidly increase through a combination of physical at the rupture boundary. For common situation% associated
and chemical processes. As a result, this region of high void with bearings and dampers, the amount of this pressure jump
fraction will prevent further reduction of the film pressure is quite small when compared with the film pressure
according to the hydrodynamic lubrication theory, instead, associated with hydrodynamic wedge and/or squeeze effects.
expansibility and a relatively low viscosity of the gas phase and thus can justifiably be neglected. Pressure level alone.
allow a zone of nearly uniform pressure to be formed. ,nmong however, does not uniquely define the theoretical problem of
workers in the field of lubrication research, this process is a ruptured lubricant film, thus, the zero pressure gradient
interchan:eably known as cavitation or film rupture. condition 12,31 has been regarded as the rigorous rupture

A total.) rigorous tr,:atment of the film rupture process condition. Use of the latter condition to analyze ,a one
should give some 'attention to the thermodynamic and dimensional bearing film (infinitely long) is a. commor,

- 4 chemical behaviors of the liquid lubricant. The present work practice. Two dimensional problems are less frequently
is a less ambitious undertaking by assuming a purely treated with the same degree of care, due to the extreme

complexity in computational undertaking required. The wor&
of Jakobsson and Floberg 141 is an exemplifying exception, it
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replaced by the ambient pressure. Such an approach is par- Since film rupture is generally regarded as a mechanism to
ticularly popular in connection with the short bearing ap- limit an excessive reduction of film pressure, the caitation
proximation 161 under the dynamic condition. More recently, pressure is usually assumed to be lower than the film pres..ure
'he Swift-,Stieber condition of film rupture has been adapted in the interior. However. there is no fundamental argument to
to study short bearing configurations 17-101; in comparison rule out a subcavitation film pressure in the absolute sense.
with the Giimbel approximation, significantly diffeient particularly-under a dynamic environment. Therefore. in the
results were obtained (9,101. present study, the consequence of a subcavitatior film.

While there is now a thorough understanding of the issues pressure will be examined.
associated with a steady-state film rupture process, relati.ely As the first of several articles, the author intends to ex
little attention has been given to the time-dependent coun- pound problems related to the dynamics of ruptured fluid
terpart. Erod I11I proposed a computational procedure for films. he chooses not to invoke computed example',. It i,
the time-dependent cavitation according to a derivation due to hoped that broadly applicable conclusions can be firmlh
Olsson 1121. Fill fraction of the gap was identified as the state established in the qualitative sense. Subsequent efforts cai
variable in a ruptured film. and any movement of the then be properly channeled to seek specific restlts. oi
boundary between the full-film and the ruptured film was significance.
treated as a time rate of change of the fill fraction. Choosing Five major assumptions will be observed in subsequen"
to rely on a single algorithm for both the full film and the derivations. They are briefly stated as follows:
cavitation domains, the concept of fill fraction was retained
for the full film via the use of fluid compressibility so that * Standard approximations of the lubrication theory art-
pressure elevation above the cavitation pressure was retained for the unruptured domain.
associated with a fill fraction in excess of unity. In the present * A constant and uniform pressure exists in the ruptured
work, the problem of a time dependent film rupture problem domain.
is examin,.d analytically in a manner consistent with the * A homogenous flow structure is assumed in the ruptured
established lubrication theory of the full film. domain.

Primary emphasis of the present work will deal with the 0 An abrupt change in the flow structure otcurs at the
self-acting bearing, in which a closed cavitation domain limits rupture boundary. Surface tension is neglected, and p-eure
the lower bound of the film pressure. Wedge action and continuity is assumed.
squeeze film together determine the film pressure according to a Inertial effects are neglected in the ruptured domain.
the lubrication theory. Tne sliding motion, traversing between 2 The Self-Acting Bearing
rupture boundaries, dominates the flow distribution within
the cavitation domain. The self-acting bearing of the conventional type is con-

Film rupture is known to exist in squeeze bearings with or sidered here. The adjective, "conventional." is emphasized to
without simultaneous iliding. In particular, a complete exclude the absence of a surface velocity and such special
mathematical equivalence exists between a squeeze-film bearings which have nonvanishing sliding velocities at both
damper in a circular whirl condition and a statically loaded surfaces.
journal bearing, including the global structure of cavitation. With only one sliding surface, the flow field in thc
The absence of a sliding motion, however, brings about a cavitation domain will be modeled as a layer of fluid which i,
different situation in the flow balance at the rupture boun- adhered to the sliding surface. The adhered fluid layer will be
dary. Therefore, film rupture dynamics in the squeeze film called the "adhered film." No interaction between the
will begiven separate attention. adhered film and the stationary surface is allowed tc cause

Nomenclature

If = final time of adhered film
B = a functional form of the tn = characteristic time

external boundary condition U, = sweeping speed of the rupture p = fluid viscosity
C = nominal gap boundary a = striation fraction
e = journal bearing eccentricity U, = sweeping velocity of a ,, = rotation speed
h = gap or film thickness rupture point
h, = thickness of adhered film V = sliding speed Subscripts

film thickness at a rupture V = sliding velocity a = adhered film
x = circumferential coordinate b = breakup (of full-film)

pint on a journal bearing surface c = cavitation
,=untr ouaro xo = characteristic circumferential f = fill-back (of full-film)

rtpture boundary coordinate I = rupture initiationp = film pressure x; = circumferential coordinate of 0 = reference point of the
= pressure in the cavitation a rupture point, function of transport characteristics

p, = lubricant supply pressure (Z. p = related to the pressure
, = flma flupl z = axial coordinate of a journal (Poiseuille) effect=film flux bearing r = rupture boundary

= vector coordinate of the = axial coordinate of a rupture R = film reestablishment

=etrcordina teofnpoint; function of(x, t) V = related to the sliding effect
r, = vector oordinate of the W = widest point of cavitationrupture boundary Symbols V = two-dimensional gradient
R = journal radius 0 = inclination of the rupture operator on the bearing
r = time boundary to the surface surface
t, = birth time of adhered film velocity ( ) = variable ( ) view in a frame

.When sut-wript "r" ii replaced by "h" at "b" " f a breakup point or a fill- of reference fixed to Sut face I
back point is ndicated. 1.2 = surfaces I and 2
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z While a rectangular pl. ,rm is illustrated in Fig. I. thes,
features of the cavitation domain and its boundry art:
generally valid. For example, the bearing plan form ma. lrc

UPM, annular, such that the sir face velocity is a curved field.

UPW . (B) Fluid, Transport in the Cavitation Domain. In a
Breck-up caviated or ruptured domain of a ,elf-acting bearitg, Ihe'

I Ruvl. (FI, R.-.,b1h., concept of an adhered film may be used to describe th: fluid
.ranspor process. Explicilly, the adhered film thickne.-, Tra',

LO,,, he designated h,; which can also be used for a striated film
Bago,,p*bo and be related to the striation fraction a according to

- v -"Thus, subsequent discussion,; regarding fluid transpo rit ari
Fig. i Geometryotaneomlosadcavitationdomain applicable to both an adhered film in reality or the striated

film by analogy.'
One may reasonably postulate that the gaseous constituent.

pressure %ariation in the cavitation domain. As a con- within the void regions do not influence the motion of the
sequence, upon neglecting any inertia effects, the adhered adhered film. Accordingly, the fluid transport law for the
film can he regarded to be fully quiescent relative to the adhered film can be stated as
sliding sur a:e. a

This model can be generalized to consider the bearing with +(V-v2, (
two slidinF .Lrfaces provided (+t h'

a a frarc of reterence '-an be used so that one of the to This is a first order partial differential equation of tht

surfaces is riot sliding mith respect to the moving frame of hyperbolic type, which possesses one real characicri,ti,

reference, equation 1131. For the particular situation on hand, usng the

a the scc(nd surface has a nonvanishing sliding %elocity uniform field V of the cylindrical journal hearing foi

relative to the moving frame of reference, and illustration, the characteristic equation is
0 the sum of the slidin, ,elocities does not vanish. .% -xN = V(t- t,,) (

Rules to he followed iii order to achieve this generalization The axial coordinate does not appear explicitls in ht
will be disct ssed at a later time. The immediate derivations characteristic equation because equation (2) makes n(
will apply only to the case of a conventional ,elf-acting reference to the direction transverse to the surface vtlocit.
bearing with a single sliding surface. The preence of (time For the same reason, the characteristic equation is meaiingfu
dependentI squeeze effect. in addition to the wedge effect of only when the axial coordinate is fixed. i,, may be ,ro. thee
the slidinF .urface, howese¢r. may be considered with the .1r,, refers to an element of the adhered film in its initial iheld h
usual incltsion of the s iuve/e term in the treatment of the (.v,,. -. 0). Or. for I,, = t,, >0. ,, ik to be identified wsith !he
film pressure and by usia g lhe instantaneous gap for the fluid breakup point .v,(z. t,,) on the rupture bou-1dar. I'he
film at the ripture bouneary. characteristic equation is the irajectorv of an element of -hc

adhered film in the .% -t plane for a fixed axial io,:ation. rhi.
(A) G(eometrical Description of a Clowd Cavitation trajectory terminates as the element of the adhered fihr meet,

Domain. If the cavitation domain should be enclosed by a a fill-back point on the rupture boundary x, (Z. t,).
full-film on all sides, as in the case of a journal bearing with
both ends flooded or stapplied with fluid, the rupture () Sweeping Motion of the Rupture foundar. lie
boundary zan he divided into tapper and lower branches for rupture boundary, %hi:h separates the full-film and the
the converience of analtical treatment. In the case of a self- cavitation domains, may not be stationary. Its mto ion i.
acting bearing, each branch, in turn, can be divided into a dictated by the balance of flux between the full-film and the
breakup portion and a fil-back portion. The four parts of the adhered film. By definition, the sweeping velocity . is aimec
rupture boundary can b' identified with the inclination of its along the outward normal n,. As illustrated in Fig. 2. whicl-
outward normal (pointing into the cavitation domain) relative depicts the displacement by the sweeping motion for an in
to the surla~e velocity. According to the present convention. finitcsimal duration At. continuity consideration yield,
the surface %elocit% beingr aimed along the posit ive s--axis, the ( ' , h'
inclination of the outward normal has the following indicated U, (h, - ha) = - .- (Vp), + ,V, (4)
property on each of the four parts of the rupture boundary: l2p 2

Breakup Fill-back The first term on the right-hand side is the Poiscuille flow.
Because the rupture boundary is an isobar, it is alwai s p.r-

Upper brauch - actic obtuase pendicular to the Poieuille flow. If the film presstre is highe
than the cavitation pressure, then the Poiseuille flow tends to

Lower branch + acute + obtuse cause the rupture boundary to contract. the reverse is true it
the film pressure is lower. The second and third terms are.
respectively, the Couettc flo% and the transport of the

As illustrated in Fig. I. the upper and lower branches of the adhered film. Being directionally controlled by the surface
rupture boundary part from each other at the rupture velocity, they contribute to the motion of the r',pture
initiation point "I "and continue on their respective breakup boundary through the normal component (to the rlpturt
portions -noving laterally away from each other. Each boundary) of the surface velocity. Depending on the balance"
breakup boundary becomes more and more aligned with the
surface velocity vector until it reaches point "W," where the
boundary grazes the surface velocity vector. Beyond point A fundamentaldwns-ion I,.iween an adhered film and at ir altdtifI i ih
"W," the boundary turns back in becoming a fill-back line, abiliqy of the talner io u sain a %hear %tress. This dimtinction is tmrx, imi tnl
The fill-back lines eentually meet again at the film when atteurrin Io calculate friction are made, hut is irrelevant . eutioitwn, Q'

reestablishnent point "R." preiure. flow, and the iivomnirs of the ruptut oundars.
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between the Couette flow and the adhered film transport, as The subscript "r" indicates that equation (I) i% in a fomin
well as the inclination of the surface velocity relative to the which is applicable to either a breakup point or a fill-back
rupture boundary, the net effect of these two terms may also point. However, for the breakup point, a relationship beien
cause the rupture boundary to contract or to enlarge. hh and h,, (:,,. t,,) must somehow be established: while for the

For a cy:indrical journal bearing, the inclination of the fill-back point, h, C.,,I,) is io be consistent with tile tratI,-
rupture boundary is 0 = %/2 - tan ' (ax,/a) and that of the port law for the adhered film.
outward no-mal is 0 * w,'2, the alternative signs of the latter Actual implementation of equation (8) would bc,:ottc
angle apply. respectively, to the upper and lower branches of difficult in the neighborhood of point It', where (aI/zI

the rupture ooundairy. Hence equation (4) becomes becomes unbounded. This difficulty can be avoided by
h a (consideriog the rupture boundary as z, (x, t) in this vicinity.

U, (h,hu)= . 1, / ), coso Then. instead of equation (8). one can %%rite

a:,

h((j-- )( ), + V(L _h))in,3 (5) -TUsei

The foregoing equatior encompasses the special case of a = Ih-h) 2p astationary euture boundary, for which the breakup point

requires [ )(, -, h.)('-))

= 2 (9 1, =(D) World Diagrams of the Adhered Film. The transport

while the fill-back point requires process of the adhered film, as described by the characte'ristic

Ihf'~'~. )da ) + hh,
1

, i.-., 0 equation, can be effectively presented in terms of the world
h,) =0 diagram which traces the space-time relationships of pertinent

r ' L8 lp ax f phenomena. As an illustrative example, a model problem %ill

(7) be described to depict the evolution of the cavitation dtmain

Equation 46b) may be recognized as the Swift-Stieher from that of a "half Sommerfeld film" to the steady -state

condition 12,31. The steady-state problem for a journal solution which rigorously satisfy the Swift-Stieber condition

bearing of finite length was solved by Jakobsson and Floberg and the adhered film transport law. For this purposr, the

(4). The short-bearing version of the steady-state problem was bearing gap h (x, y) is assumed to be time-independent. The

treated by Wakurai, et al. [71, with respect to the flow initial slate of the full-film domain is that portion of the "full

requirement of a short journal bearing, by Findlay [8) con- Sommerfeld" solution where p (x, y) t pi, p,. being the

caning the opera )n of a wavy face seal, and by Pan 19, 101 assumed cavitation pressure. Within the rupture boundary x,

regarding the load characteristics of a short-bearing or a (z, I = 0) which encloses the subcavitation domain of the lull

squeeze-film damper. Sommerfeld solution, a suitable initial field of the adhered

For a time-dependent problem, an important issue is the film is presumably known, i.e., h, (x, z, I = O) has been

appropriate relationship between hh, the film thickness of the specified. For a fixed value of z, one is thus given the com-

full-film approaching the breakup boundary, and h, (x,), plete distribution of h, (t = 0) over the span xI, (z, = 0) < x

the thickness of the adhered film immediately downstream. s xf (z, i = 0). A series of characteristic lines can be dratsn

This question must be resolved in the context of providing a in the x - t plane as described by the characteristic equation

consistent link between the full-film and the adhered film .(l) -x(0)= VI (I1))
across the breakup boundary. Since the adhered film in- Along each characteristic line, h, retains its value as
troduces the point of vie% of a characteristic line at a fixed z, specified in h, (x, z. r = 0). The world diagram is bounded on
equation (3" , -t is useful to rewrite equation (5) into the left by the history of the breakup point x,, (Z, 1) and on the

right by the history of the fill-back point xr (z. t). x, and xf
a " " c(r 2) aare obtained by the time-domain integrations of (a.rl/at) and

t see(ax,/af), respectively.
The left boundary of the world diagram. xb,, immediately

Ii,'8p -h,) brings up the question regarding the proper value of h. J Y,,, _-
I h2 h6 , \)€Z z / ,,), in order to initiate the analysis of the transport process.

Previously, it was shown that a stationary breakup boundary
requires that both equations (6a) and (6b) be satisfied.

- \f--LI !), + v -Ah, (3) Violation of equation (6b) causes the breakup boundary to
move. However, so long as the breakup boundary lags behind
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the sliding surface (subcritical feeding), equation (6b) can be
ictaini; thus.,S

for subcritical feeding (I Ia, b)
x. (he a[ aP (&h -(P) ] (Al Stob-Crt.CcI Food.a;

S 
6

A a: az.

This set of results cannot be universally valid, because, in
the vicinity of point 14' where &x,8a - oc, equation (I lb) X
%uoud become unbounded. Before the latter condition X(a) Swoe-rifimcg Fmngti

prils, )15 x,,/8i would exceed V so that whatever may be h,
:1 ,,), the motion of the breakup point would sweep

ahead th, adhered film such that h. would have to be
i.Nsoc:iatcd with the characteristic field of prior time. i.e., the
adhered film at the point immediately downstream of the I ) Formtion of
breakup point has existed prior to the approach of the rupture staidr Sic%. Wak

bounrdary. Thus the last term on the right-hand side of
equation 18), which was omnitted on account of equation (I Ia),
would have to be retained. Thus, the subcrilical feeding H"Ufw%
condition must obey the constraint Rupt WeSitndery

a-Vt.)

A supeicritical feeding condition is indicated if zI

(It) Fig. 3 World diagrams of rupture traiilon

Substituting into equation (8) with h, identified with the
priom time characteristics, one obtainsiO\ ,

VI+ hA(14) k01 p l2f(h,-:h, ax.,( ) ~ )~
it/ 2(ho, - ii,

iithic-i assures that the breakup point would indeed sweep (axe )1 2(h -i~ __ " (h ~-h- ' 1ab
aheaJ the adhered film regardless of the speciftic value of h, .

Since- the condition of supercriticall feeding is most likely If the film pressure is assumed it) be above p, at all times,
induced bya lremgiueothswpng then (./1,.is always negative. Now that i8x,/81), is

mosti in shouild be calculated in terms of (az,/180 according to alays less than V; therefore (8x, 13t) is always ;Igebraically

equaion 9). Hossever. the test for the critical feeding con- less than V so that one can be certain that the fill-back point is
dif t, should still be performedt in terms of "equation (11). always overtaken by the adhered film. Again, where the

Subs :4Ueutlv, magnitude of tOxrf/z) is large, it is better to treat he ill-back
boundary as z, (x, o) in numerical implementation:

8z'' I r/ SI
-='(hf-h..l 18 P1  ap

[(apill 1p"\a"1
2 P Oz" +1 I tv tf

for subcritical feeding av'.h,].-).(7
Representative world diagrams showing the iransition of

8, =the cavitation domain in a jouarnal hearing film from the halfI ,(/h,'(p Somnierf'el state to the steady-state Swift-Sticber state are
(~,,h, ~~l2)"8I e given in Fig. 3. Each world diagratm describes the history of

2jA azthe adhered film at a particular axiaml location. At the bottom
h,+ I( I h ' i, h 4 of i. 3 solid and dashed outlines. tespectively, depict the

l\ 2P / . XO1  i J' xinitial and final rupture boundaries. Three horizortall lines are
for supercritical feeding drawn through both boundaries. Z4 is near the central region

of the cavitation domain. In this case, the breakup point feeds

.- 05Ia, h) at a sobcritical condition. The fill-back point moves under the
influence of the initial field h. (XIZA, 0) until it arrives at
point S4. where the earliest characteristic line Irom xh in-

The right boundary of the world diagram has a motion tersects X,. Both x,, and x, have %ertical asymptotes which
describcd by equation (8) if onc merely replaces the subscript r mark the steady-state boundary points. z, is close to the
by f. It may be regarded to be the sum of a pressure com- inttial zero slope point. The breakup point moves ahead of its

-ponetit ax,/8t), and a sliding component (a8x,/1110 own characteristic lines. The fill-back point, with ax,lat
dominated by its pressure component. moves ba-kward and

a T, ~ v ax a meets the breakup point at "E." The world diagraui ends here
a,~ ~ at' " / beause the rupture boundary has swept below ,.zr- graze
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'oint W of the final rupture boundary. The breakup point e Calculate the sweeping rates of the rupture boundary.
mov iorward rapidly at first, albeit at a subcritical feeding using equations (8) and (9) as may he appropriate. Initially. a
ondition. The fill-back point moves back quite rapidly in the starling di. .ribution of the adhered film thickness. h. (r.
itial period, dominated bv the pressure component under t=0) in the cavitation domain is to be furnished. e.g.,

le inlliience of the initial field It, (x, z, , 0) until point "S ," equation (18).
% here .%, meets the earliest characteristic line from xh. In the * Step in time to update the geometry of the rupture
.tic period, as both x, and x, approach the final location of boundary. Subsequently, the full cycle of computations can
,oitt 14'. 1he magnitude of the normal pressure gradient in the be Pepcated as many times as necessary. To enhance the
luid film at the rupture boundary reduces to a negligible ovetall accuracy of the time-stepping operation, the Runge-
%c1: they both turn toward the vertical direction, reflecting Kutta method and/or the predictor corrector method 1141

lossing down of the sweeping motion and eventually they may be adopted. The size of time step should reflect the
.i)proach the same as.mptOle and coalesce into the final resolution required to depict the time-dependence of o.
ocation of point 14'.

(W) The Initial Field. The true initial period of void 3 Two Sliding Surfaces
,nieraton and growth must necessarily involhe mass transfer
,ctWee, liquid and gas phases so that thermodynamic and There are self-acting bearings with two sliding surfaces. For

hernical parameters may not be negligible. The purely instance, both the shaft and the bushitig may be rota ing, each
aediaisttc model, theref'ore. mlay' not he applicable until a at a dilferent speed, while their centers are kept at a fixed

Ater time. vben the status quo of a relatively extensive void displaccnment from each other. The applicable equ.tws for

ra,tio prevails in the cavitation domain. The initial field of such a beating are

ie thicknesi distribution of the adhered film. h, I . 0x . e s
nu t b" reconcilable with the initial film pressure. If one h=Ce Cosk)
,x:cpls the constraint that the film presstre cannot fall below
te :a itation level, then it is necessary to exclude the a r h' )(.'Ps] a[(h'_)(p I

-ossihi.itv of a lully filled gap as the initial condition. which 8z 12g z + r["I -+ +2;]

.t.re¢It, h x, z. 1-0) = h (x. z, t-0). For this reason, the
:.,,edo steady-state condition to be defined as follows is a h
-,ropos:d to be the initial state of the adhered film. Given the 0) :.,
-ecwription of the rupture boundary at the initial instant. .r,

(. 0). lie lItcudo stead -state thickness of the adhered film is ( I' ) (wt . W2)R '22a. b, c)

I In oder to describe the adhered film in the avitation
h. (N,, < <A,O,(,) h (v,.,Z.) (18) domain, it is necessary to assume a trame of reference such

that one of the surfaces does not hayc a sliding velo:ity. Such
It should b- recogni/cd, hoss.ser, the constraint that the a frame of reference may be rotating at wi, and in such a
lt11 pessutc cannot be subanbient may not be realistic. frame of reference, the bearing gap is no longer time-

I hvere nat, he circumstances for which such an assumption independent. rhe required Iransformzition is
.honld be related. This issue will be further discussed at a . (23)
.tr se.tiotl.

Accordingly, equations (22a. b) become
(I") Interfa cing %ith Film Pressure Calculation. Analysis of VI

!he adhered-film transport problem cannot be performed h=C-e cos V
%it hour dealing with the surrounding fluid film pressure at the (R )
amc t,mc. In fact, the starting point is most likely a halfI
-,o.nmcrteld type presure field which is the solution of the I ) ( " ) (v - V. )h]
.oisentional Reynolds' equation. Steps of computation a. 121A .I a. 12/*I \&" 2
'cquircd to perform the overall analysis are outlined in the Oh ah

* Schse the appropriate form of Reynolds' equation. e.g., The difference between equations (22b) and (24b) is only in
V V1" It, h] =0 (19) appearance sofar as the pressure field is concerned. However,

" -2~ 1/ ) '+ 2 the Couette flux now becomes 1/2 V 2 - V)h s,) that the

Reqtisite boundary conditions include both external ones. sweeping motion of the rupture boundary is goserned by
'.g. t ose associated with bearing ends and feed slots, which / , ) "l), COS [- I) (
.ar be -xprcssed in the form 12M it i 2p U

Si re; pp, I = 0 (20) h
rj i% tihei stor coordinate ofthe extcrnal boundary and ,, is + (V- 1')( 2 ,-/,,)]sin$ (23)
the applicable supply pressure, and also the pressure of the
Supture boundary l, is the.sweeping speed viewed in the rotating frame of

r(r,, l)=p, (21) reference. h. is the thickness of the adhered film which isattached to the moving surface (in the rotating frame of
r, is the sector coordinate of the rupture boundary. An initial reference). And. in terms of the coordinates of the rupture

VStmate of the rupture boundary may be determined from the point,
half Sommerfeld solution. Pressure gradient at the rupture ax A;' a ) -- 1
boundary, Vp (r,, ), is to be established. (1,2-p V-, = 1 - ( (

* Stbdivide the rupture boundary into upper and lower ( ! z1h
branches, and for each branch into breakup and fill-back + ( V, - V,) -

anistion. 2
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,p) / + h,' p At a %u, .. orakup point, h. of prior time applies in.- = - , .)U J , equations 2). The characteristic equation ia the

cattalion do, in is
-:-1") h %01), ) t vo = V', I3

2 quation, (30-35) ate seen to include the "'eoiienonai"
At the sead. -state condition, :-,v. the rupture boundary self-acting I aring (1, = 0. P". = ') as a special case.

should be:cn. stationoiry in the space fixed coordinate corresponding to equations (5, 8. . 12. I la. t0). rcspccttiel%.
system, i.e . The counter-rotating iaring (', = I:1 uith.iut squee/c

lir -"is of no interest. The film pres,,ure does not deelep any
i.. = V circumferential variation, and therefore its film docs not
d q . rupture.

Accordingly, equation (26a) becomes The corotational bearing (1' = "I) ields the special birth
lim (h, i (,) ,,. , ( _.) jthickness of the adhered film

lim 214 az a 33Pih h"(36,
and the siceping nition at a breakup point is preempted b%

+ I I' + 1',)h, - I ,h", 0 127) theSiift-Stieber condition

At the b cakup point, equation (27) is satisfied by ( (1) ", (3a

4 Squeeze Film %ithout Sliding
" 1 .t, The,. press.ure of a pure ,,quee,,,-f Inrt st i.,fie,,

Since h, cannot excecd h,. it is necessar it) impose the 12 1. 11

constraint and a suitable set of external boundary conditions. e.g.,

I |, I > I', I (29) equation 120). Rupture may also take place as a mechat ism tc
limit the losscr bound of the squcee-film presure. Becaustoth aier., te cice ofix the rottinhfme of surface Ac the surfaces have no sliding motion, fluid left in the ca% itatior
domain is "trapped." The motion of the rupture bounJar:. i,

cordingly. the adhered film must be attached to the faster given b qtion (41 upon setling V to /ero:
surface.

Having established th: "birth value" of the adhetcd film U, (h, -h,) = - ( 1) .n• r 9i
and its transport sree(l. it is not necessary to retain the I1A

rotating ftamc of reference in subsequent analysis. One can
now retur to the space-fixed coordinate systcm to de,,t ibe i eeetry of the 1: tioin doan ct il t 4 1th e s w e pii m tio ot -i ru tur b o n d ry:e~ setepl ,c l d b ) F ig . I: h o wve s e ,, in the a b ,,, tn e o l thle bl hI .
the swcepiaig motion (if It-ic rupture boundary: velocitN, the concepts of breakup and fill-bakk must it.

reetxatined.
U,(h,(( - h, ) 1(31), cosj- ( , in, If the film pressure is above the casitation pr,,ur,,. ,Iem,

1,h 211 t z , ,i. ' the right-hand side is positive. Since the cavitation dotain i.

generally not filled. (h, -h.) would be positie, so t ia: U
V1 11, :)h,- 1,h, sind 11would also be positive. Thus the rupture boundary wo.ild

h -move into the casitation domain and the trapped fluid o'
where prior time would become a part of the squeeze film. Ti,is is

fill-back point, and h,, represents the amount of ttapped fluiti
0=cos -l(I ,.n,/F)± r/2 already existing on the cavitation side of the rupturc bon

dary.
,, ((1 /,,[(8 p) (axh',, Under certain circumstances, the constraint on the lowe.
(it -, h 121/t\A z/, Z az ) bound of the film pressure may dictate that U. be negatic. ss.

that the rupture boundary would recede, leaving behind nes'
,ap ] r I 1 fluid to become trapped in the cavitation domain. But the
-\ j), + =,(Fi + k.)h, -|h 4f31) right-hand side of equation (39) must be notinesative

-Consequently. t., must equal the film thickness to re:ovcile
= , . _(p) ( 1) 1 z' , the two sides of' equation (39), white the Swilt-Stieber on(.2 -hZ , - t ) . dition is to be satisfied by the squeeze film. The rtcedint1, az 3Xrupture boundary of a -squeeze film can therefore be re.aded

1V+ ) 1 )(32) as a breakup point. The corresponding birth value of h., is
- (v, + V'+h. h, )3=h,,; (Vp,)-=o if U.<0 (U,, h I

* - At a sutitical breakup point It is possible for a pure squeeze-film to have a fully receding.
= - (h,;)[(p) .. p rupture boundary. this usually happens when the fIn,

(. ,,p a , -az i)-.I m v~ thickness is increasing with time for the etir: easitatvii
": " ',domain. Thus one can have a filled cavitation domain ak the

(33) initial state, so long as the Swift-Stieber condition is erforced
The adhered Olin is formed with its "birth" thickness on the entire rupture boundary in the film presurt.

The half Sommerfeld film pressure may also be used as the
(h.,= " 2 ' --I 414) initial condition. When this is done, a partially scavenged

2 initial cavitation domain, h, (.Y. :, 0) < h (x. 0). mut e
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assumed. Otherwise U, would be infinite, rendering the initial mass transfer between the phases become minimal and can b
state meaningless. neglected.

To consider a whirling squeeze-film, equation (39) can be 0 In the absence of significant mass transfer. r.cidu l s oid
replaced by the components fraction in the fluid film is negligible. Pressure fluctuation.

() #x, within the fluid film can be sustained. In any case. %kith the
B,',h,_h0 )=( , (, (i)(, ) presence of a cavitation domain, the pressure within the fluid

r I 2LA 5Z - film cannot Tall substantially below p,.

On the basis of these postulated ideas, one can proced to
)-zh-1p ,(x ," (\5" - examine the mathematical consequences of subcasitation

at -h pressure in the fluid film near the rupture boundary.
(41Ia, b) Consider first the self-acting bearing. With a subcavitatioil

film pressure in the immediate vicinity of the rupture
Upon reaching a steady-whirl condition, boundary, (Vp), .n, would be positive and the Poiseuille flus

ax, would aim away from the cavitation domain. The totil flu'
lir -- = V' toward a rupture boundary is

I-ithen equationl(41 a)becomes Q, ~~Vp),- (V I + V)h,j .n, (431

lim ('x/)[(z , (P- I- ]-V(h, - h,) =0 r may be replaced by b orfin reference to a breakup or a fill-
back point. With a subcavitation film at a breakup point, ,

which is satisfied by can be negative. When this happens. the breakup boundar.
,,p withdraws, leasing behind a dry region. Therefore. a ir.ing

lim , =0; h, = h, up condition of a breakup point is due to

, - <0consequenth,

Im -p ) ' - (42a. b) h, =O; U" =Qt/h,, <0 (44., h)8 L), If Q, is positive. but less than the Couete flux due it, a
subcavitation film, then the adhered film thickness .% st ill

These relations represent a precise analog of the steadily given by equation (34); in the meantime, as may be obtained
whirling squeeze-film t.) a statically displaced self-acting from equation (30),
journal in both the film pressure and the rupture boundary.
However, in the latter case, h, = 1/2 h,,. i.e., the fluid U,= - a ( )p).n5,<0 4-5)
content in :he cavitation Jomain of the journal bearing is one-
half of tha: of the whirling damper. indicating a receding motion. If the film pressure at a fill-back

point is subcavitation, then a supercritical fill-back condition

5 Subcavitlion Film Presure can exist:

The assumption of a tonstant and uniform pressure in the (h,-h , '(( a-_- _ P-), (",\I--\
cavitation domain. p,. dtes not necessarily mean it has to be a a" aA I :c
lower bound of the film pressure at the same time. The latter I
condition ,hould be recognized as a conceptual artifact which + 1/1t + I',)h, - I/' = h ,', . .1; > I, t46)
is invoked to avoid a rigorous consideration of the ther- 2
modynami.z and chemical processes which may be present. The fill-back point would be moving ahead the transportid
Such a posture can be justified if one is concerned with a adhered film, opening up a dry domain; accordingly, the
steady-stat. situation and that thermodynamic and chemical supercritical sweeping speed of a fill-back point is obtaiied h%
equilibria (an be assured. Unfortunately, thermodynamic and setting h, to zero in equation (30) yielding
chemical equilibria hardly ever exist in the pure sense. In ,' - I"
studying dynamic problems, it is quite possible that the rate of U, = Qf/h, <0; where Q, /h, =.sinid i/: + - .Z II
chemical knetics associated with mass transfer between liquid A,
and gaseous phases in a rupturing film may be quite small in (47)
comparison with the rate of mechanical phenomena of in-
terest. Therefore, it ma) be necessary to abandon the con- h, being given in the prior time value.
straint that p is the lowet bound of the film pressure. The pure squeeze-film with subcavitation film pressu e can

One approach to resolve the conceptual dilemma described be regarded as a special case of the self-acting bearing w-th the
earlier is to specify the existence of a cavitation domain, in sliding velocities set to zero. The total flux is then identically
which p, prevails, but not to require a lower bound of the film the Poiseuille flux,
pressure in the unruptured domain. Such a model may be '
justified by the following lines of reasoning. Q, -I- ( P),fn, (48)

0 Void generation" in the fluid film begin at internal and there is no distinction between breakup and fill-back
nucleation sites of entrained bubbles, as well as surface points. The subcavitation film pressure automatically tauses
nucleation sites, the drying up condition:

* There are sufficient number of nucleation sites where the
growth rate is high enough so that the voids merge, aggregate, h. = O; U, = Q, Ih, if Q, <0 (49a. h)
and cumulate within the t-oundaries of the bearing film. The possibility of dry regions due to the subavitation film

* After an adequate lapse time, which is short in corn- pressure may be described in the world diagram as shown it
parison wiih the operation time of the bearing but long as Fig. 4. The world diagram of a pure squeeze-film has vertical
compared with the growtl-aggregation-cumulation processes, characteristic lines.
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6 In Retrospect the rupture boundary. Birth values of adhered film thickne,,.
as well as the sweeping speed of the rupture boundary, can 1 e

The time dependent problem of film rupture can be determined accordingly. Time domain integration of z, e
analyzed in terms of the movement of the rupture boundary. motion of the rupture boundary allows incremental updat: g
The instantaneous motion of the rupture boundary is the of both field variables and the rupture boundary. It the fil it
result o f, ow balance between the full film on one side. which pressure is not allowed to become lower than the cavitati it
is described by the traditional lubrication theory, and the pressure, the initial state of the adhered film cannot be a ful
ruptured film on the other side, which is incapable of filled gap.
sustaining any significant pressure gradient due to the Generalization to the case of two sliding surfaces requir,
abundant presence of large scale voids, that the ruptured film be adhered to the faster-slidinl: surfaL-.

Consistent with the lubrication analysis employed for the The birth value of the adhered film is thicker b) an addition if
full film, inertia effects may be neglected for the ruptured fraction, which is equal to the ratio of the slower sliding spe d
film. Using a homogeneous model, the ruptured film may be over the faster sliding speed, as compared to that for the ca e
regarded as a layer adhered to the sliding surface. The of a single sliding surface. The adhered film is transported I
adhered film is transported through the cavitation domain the faster sliding speed. The case of equal sliding speed. ii
with an nvariant thickness which cannot exceed the local gap. eluding the pure squeeze film with zero sliding of both sit

The adhered film next to a ruptured boundary may have faces, has a birth value of the adhered film equal t) the t il
one of three states, in reference to its thickness. The adhered local gap, and the Swift-Stieber condition is to be satisfied a, it
film is in its prior line slate, if the rupture boundary is ad- subcritically fed rupture point.
vancing on the sliding surface; the thickness of the prior time
adhered film is determined from past history of the ruptured
film. The adhered film is in its newly born stale if the rupture
boundary is "subcriti-ally fed" by the full film flux and lags References
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